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  Summary 
 
This PhD research comprises timely studies of interesting phenomena in 
different branches of spin wave (SW) research.  
 
Chapter 1 gives a brief history of SW studies. Guided by the directions in SW 
research, I establish the objectives for this thesis. The necessary theoretical 
formalisms are then introduced.   
 
Chapter 2 presents theoretical studies of the SW modes in bi-component 
magnonic crystals (MCs) comprising submicron stripes of alternating 
ferromagnetic materials, with the objective of investigating how the geometric 
and magnetic properties of these crystals affect their frequency bandgaps. 
Based on insights obtained from numerical calculations, I introduce the 
concept of intrinsic frequency thresholds and formulate analytic expressions of 
bandgap center and width as explicit functions of the geometric and magnetic 
parameters of the MCs. Analytic calculations based on these expressions 
accord reasonably well with numerical calculations and experimental 
measurements. The expressions are subsequently reduced into simple 
factorized forms. Having successfully accounted for the size-dependences of 
the MCs, numerical calculations and the developed analytic approach are then 
employed to investigate how magnonic bandgaps of the crystals depend on 




The bi-component MCs studied in Chapter 2 exhibit two reprogrammable 
ground states, namely the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) 
states, which result in reprogrammable SW dispersions for the MCs. While 
Chapter 2 deals with such MCs in the FM state, understanding of SW modes 
for the MCs in the AFM state is also crucial in order to exploit the 
reprogrammable SW dispersions for novel functionalities of such MCs.  
 
In Chapter 3, the SWs in the FM and AFM states of a bi-component MC are 
investigated. The numerical method used in Chapter 2 is modified to analyze 
the measured SW dispersions, especially for the AFM situation. In particular, 
the simple interfacial boundary conditions (BCs) employed at the stripe 
interfaces in Chapter 2 are replaced by more physically realistic interfacial 
BCs. Numerical calculations reasonably reproduce the measured FM and 
AFM SW dispersions. Magnetization dynamics at the stripe interfaces of the 
MC is also discussed. Generated profiles reveal that the dynamical 
magnetizations at these interfaces are considerably pinned.  
 
After studying the SW dispersions and interfacial magnetization dynamics of 
the MC, I investigate the nature of the lowest-frequency SW modes of the MC 
in its FM and AFM states. The concept of intrinsic frequency threshold, 
developed in Chapter 2 to study such MCs in their FM state, is extended here 




Chapter 4 presents the study of SWs in a triangular nanomagnet. The Spin 
Wave Well model is employed to investigate the localization phenomenon of 
SWs in the triangular nanomagnet.   
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The concept of spin waves (SWs) as the lowest-energy excitations in magnetic 
media was introduced by Bloch in 1930 [1]. Different mathematical 
frameworks were developed to interpret these waves. Heller and Kramers 
formulated the semi-classical approach which treats SWs as waves of spin 
precession propagating in a magnetic medium [2]. On the other hand, the 
quantum mechanical approach interprets a SW as one quantum of spin 
reversal spread coherently over the whole magnetic medium [3]. The former is 
adopted in this thesis for it is particularly helpful in gaining a physical 
interpretation of the SW.  
 
For an understanding of the origin of SWs, one can consider a ferromagnetic 
material as an ordered lattice of magnetic moments (atomic spins), each 
having the same magnitude. The interaction between neighbouring spins gives 
rise to a parallel alignment between all spins, which corresponds to the 
minimum-energy ground state configuration at temperature T = 0 as shown in 
Fig. 1.1(a). Various perturbing agents, such as thermal excitation at a finite T, 
can cause a disorientation of the spin from its equilibrium configuration 
without affecting its magnitude, provided T << TC, where the Curie 
temperature TC of the ferromagnet is usually high. Once a particular spin is 
disorientated, it affects its neighbours, and their deflections in turn will affect 
their neighbouring spins, so that the perturbation propagates through the 
ferromagnetic material in a wave-like form, known as the SW. 
 
 
FIG. 1.1. Illustration of a SW in a ferromagnet: (a) the ground state with spin 
vectors parallel, (b) a SW of precessing spin vectors (viewed in perspective), 
and (c) a SW (viewed from above). Source: Linear and Non-linear Spin 




Figure 1.1(b) illustrates that SWs take the form of phase-coherent 
magnetization precessions. These waves are characterized by the small 





magnitude much smaller than the entire spin vector. Figure 1.1(c) shows that a 
projection of the dynamical magnetizations makes clear the relative phases of 
precession between neighbouring spins as well as the wavevector q of the SW. 
The relationship between the precessional frequency and q of a SW is referred 
to as its dispersion relation. 
 
Bloch’s T3/2 law, which describes the temperature-dependence of 
magnetization, for a ferromagnet at low temperatures [4], provided the earliest 
(indirect) experimental evidence for the existence of SWs. In 1946, Griffiths 
reported direct observations of uniform precession of magnetization in 
ferromagnets using ferromagnetic resonance [5], which can be viewed as SWs 
with zero wave vectors. Later, Brillouin light scattering experiments 
performed by Fleury et al confirmed the existence of SWs with non-zero q [6].  
 
Over the years, SWs have been shown to exhibit properties similar to other 
types of waves such as sound or light waves. For example, the SW excitation 
and propagation [7, 8], reflection and refraction [9 – 11], interference and 
diffraction [12, 13] have been investigated.  
 
SW quantization due to the finite size effect has also attracted considerable 
research interest. Resonant SW modes caused by the geometric confinement 
along the finite thickness of a film has been theoretically predicted [14] and 
experimentally observed [15]. Recently, advances in fabrication and 
lithographic techniques enabled the preparation of laterally patterned magnetic 
structures [16 – 18], which are expected to replace continuous thin magnetic 
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films as storage media [19]. This development in the field of high-density 
magnetic storage and miniaturization of magnetic sensors has led to intense 
research interest in SW confinement effects enforced by the lateral structures 
of various patterned magnets. Studies of SWs in such magnetic structures 
provide useful information on their dynamic magnetic properties, which is 
important for the functionality of the potential magnetic sensors and memory 
elements.  
 
Patterned magnetic structures, such as micron to submicron scale rectangular 
magnetic stripes, rectangular and circular magnetic dots [20 – 31], have been 
investigated. Lateral confinement, the quantization of SW wavevectors due to 
the lateral structures of the patterned magnets, results in dispersionless SW 
modes in these structures. In addition, these recent studies also revealed the 
presence of localized modes [23 – 30], for which the inhomogeneity in 
internal fields acts as a further source of confinement. Jorzick et al. have 
proposed the Spin Wave Well model to account for this interesting 
phenomenon of SW localization [23]. In general, the resultant SW modes in 
various confined structures depend on the shape of the object, the orientation 
of the applied field, and the ground state magnetization configuration in the 
magnet. 
 
More recently, we observe an emergent research field which is becoming a 
key branch of SWs research. The long-term stability of magnetic ground states 
for various magnetic nanostructures under different applied fields enables one 
to ‘program’ SW excitations in the patterned magnets. This offers bright 
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prospects for the construction of novel magnetic-field-controlled devices in 
which SWs are used to carry and process information. Parallel to photonics 
which utilizes electromagnetic waves as the information carrier in 
communication technology, magnonics is a new-born research field which 
aims to explore the use of SWs to carry and process information through 
nanopatterned magnetic media [32, 33]. Since the wavelengths of SWs are 
shorter than those of electromagnetic waves of the same frequency in the GHz 
range, magnonics offers better prospects for the miniaturization of potential 
devices for microwave communication.  
 
In magnonics, the magnetic counterpart to the well-known photonic crystals 
[34], are magnonic crystals (MCs) [35]. They represent periodically patterned 
ferromagnets, whose SW dispersions along their periodicity directions are 
characterized by allowed frequency bands alternating with forbidden 
bandgaps. MCs are objects of great interest in magnonics [36 – 86] as they 
provide control of SWs via bandgaps similar to what photonic crystals do for 
electromagnetic waves. Various applications of these crystals such as SW 
filters [53, 54] have been proposed. In addition, special properties of the MCs, 
such as magnetic-field-tunability [64, 70 – 74, 77 – 79, 82, 83, 85], can be 
exploited for novel functionalities of devices based on them. Thus, MCs 







1.2 Motivations and Objectives 
 
This thesis aims to investigate various interesting and timely phenomena in 
different branches of SW research.  
 
1.2.1 Dependences of bandgaps of bi-component magnonic crystals on 
their geometric and magnetic parameters. 
MCs have attracted large research interest recently [36 – 86]. In particular, 
realizations of various periodic patterned structures made possible the 
experimental studies on their spin dynamics [60 – 86]. Most of the MCs 
investigated were those made of a single ferromagnetic material [60 – 81], 
such as arrays of magnetic stripes or dots separated by air gaps. For such MCs, 
magnetic interactions between their unit elements result in (collective) SWs 
which propagate throughout the crystal. SW dispersions for the MCs can be 
experimentally probed and, in some cases, sizable magnonic bandgaps (~ 1 
GHz) were found [60, 61, 63, 68, 70, 73, 75, 80].  
 
Experimental realizations and measurements of MCs comprising more than 
one ferromagnetic material are relatively scarce. Earliest such studies were 
focused on one-dimensional bi-component magnonic arrays comprising 
submicron-wide stripes made of two alternating ferromagnetic materials in 
direct contact [82 – 86]. A practical advantage of such bi-component MCs, 
over arrays of stripes separated by air gaps [60, 61, 63, 70, 73, 78, 79], is that 
inter-stripe magnetic coupling is maximised and SWs are weakly attenuated as 
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they propagate through such MCs [35]. Thus one should expect little energy 
loss for potential devices based on them. 
 
Polushkin et al. have observed collective SW modes in such bi-component 
MCs [83, 84]. More recently, Wang et al. reported the measured SW 
dispersions along the periodicity direction of the MCs [85, 86]. The MCs were 
found to exhibit well-defined and sizable magnonic bandgaps of about 2 GHz. 
The recent measurements by Wang et al. [86] also revealed that their bandgap 
properties are sensitive to changes in widths of the component stripes, which 
allow the possibility of bandgap tailoring for such MCs by simply choosing 
the stripe widths. This interesting observed size-dependence of bandgaps for 
the bi-component MCs calls for an investigation into its underlying physics.  
 
In Chapter 2, I carry out an in-depth theoretical study of the lowest-frequency 
propagating SW modes of the bi-component MCs, with the objective of 
investigating how the geometric and magnetic properties of the MCs affect 
their bandgaps. For this purpose, both numerical calculations and an analytic 
approach are used to first account for the reported experimental observations. 
Subsequently, the same approaches are employed to investigate how the 
bandgaps of such bi-component MCs depend on the magnetic properties of 







1.2.2 Bi-component magnonic crystal in ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic states 
The bi-component MCs comprising submicron stripes mentioned above 
exhibit two stable ground-state configurations [82], corresponding to the 
ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering of static 
magnetizations between neighbouring stripes. In this regard, discussions in 
Chapter 2 pertain to the MCs in the FM state. The reprogrammable 
(reconfigurable) magnetic ground states by external field result in 
reprogrammable SW band structures for the MCs, an interesting property that 
can be exploited for novel functionalities of the crystals. Thus, it is helpful to 
understand the SW modes of the bi-component MCs in both the FM and AFM 
states. Single-material MCs in the form of one-dimensional arrays of stripes 
separated by air gaps also exhibit FM and AFM states. While FM and AFM 
SW dispersions for such single-material MCs have received some attention 
[70, 73], such knowledge for the bi-component MCs is still lacking in the 
literature. The latter requires physically realistic interfacial boundary 
conditions (BCs) to describe the magnetization dynamics at the Co-Py 
interfaces. 
 
In Chapter 3, I study the propagating SW modes in the FM and AFM states of 
such a bi-component MC. The numerical method used in Chapter 2 is 
modified to analyze the measured SW dispersions, especially for the AFM 
situation. In particular, the simple interfacial BCs employed at the stripe 
interfaces in Chapter 2 are now replaced by more physically realistic 
interfacial BCs. In addition, I seek to generalize the characteristic properties 
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for such bi-component MCs, found in their FM states in Chapter 2, to the 
AFM case. 
 
1.2.3 Spin wave localization in a triangular nanomagnet 
For an ellipsoidal magnetic particle under a high external magnetic field, its 
internal magnetic field distribution is homogeneous. Hence, its SW modes can 
be considered as standing waves confined within the particle [87]. For recently 
studied isolated magnetic dots such as rectangular and circular ones, subjected 
to a high in-plane magnetic field, it was found that inhomogeneity in internal 
fields near the edges of the magnets results in localized edge modes [25 – 30]. 
However, most SW modes in these structures can still be understood within 
the standard standing-wave picture, allowing the modes to be labelled by 
different quantum numbers associated with their fixed quantized wavevectors 
or, equivalently, the number of nodal lines in their mode profiles [25 – 30]. 
 
A triangular dot deviates even more from an ellipsoidal particle than 
rectangular or circular dots. In a recent numerical study of a triangular 
nanomagnet by Montoncello et al. [88], it was found that, when the in-plane 
external field is applied perpendicular to one edge of a triangular nanomagnet, 
the generated SW modes can be grouped into different categories based on 
their mode profiles, with modes in each category having the same character 
(i.e. number of nodal lines in the direction of the applied field) but different 
spatial localization. Thus, within each category, Montoncello et al. labelled the 




While Montoncello et al. devised a new scheme to categorise SW modes 
(based on their spatial localizations) in a triangular nanomagnet, the 
interesting phenomenon of SW localization in such a structure was only 
qualitatively attributed to its inhomogeneous internal field distribution. In 
Chapter 4, I carry out an in-depth theoretical study to investigate how the 
triangular shape and the inhomogeneous internal field distribution effect SW 
localization in a triangular nanomagnet. For this purpose, I employ both 
numerical calculations and the approximate Spin Wave Well model [23].  
 
 
1.3 Macroscopic Continuum Model 
 
This thesis investigates the spin dynamics in various structures characterized 
by submicron length scales (~ a few hundred nm). As one shall see, the effects 
of lateral confinement strongly influence SW behaviours in these patterned 
structures. Consequently, the SWs are characterized by wavelengths much 
larger than the microscopic lattice parameter (~ 0.1 nm) of the ferromagnetic 
material, allowing the SWs to be described within the framework of a 
macroscopic continuum model.  
 
Instead of describing spin vectors at discrete lattice sites, the macroscopic 
approach introduces a continuous vector variable M(r, t) describing the spatial 
and temporal variation of the magnetization distribution of the magnetic 
medium. r denotes the position vector and t denotes time. In a ferromagnetic 
material, |M(r, t)| is constant and is denoted by a magnetic parameter called 
saturation magnetization (MS).  
 
In the semi-classical approach, dynamics for M(r, t) are governed by the 
Landau-Lifshitz torque equation [89].  
 
    0 eff( , ) ( , ) ( )t tt
   M r M r H r ,t ,    (1.1) 
 
where γ (< 0) is the gyromagnetic ratio, µ0 the permeability of free space, and 
Heff the effective magnetic field. Information about Heff is crucial in SW 




1 (( ) E ,t,t )  
rH r
M
,     (1.2) 
 
where E(r, t) should take into account the relevant interactions in the magnetic 
substance. Furthermore, Heff comprises different components corresponding to 
the energy densities arising from the different types of interactions. The 
relevant magnetic interactions to consider depend on the magnitude of the SW 
wavevector |q|.  
 
Cottam and Slavin have outlined the following regimes for SWs, according to 
the type of dominant interaction [90]. The regime where magnitude of the 
wavevector is large (|q| > 108 m-1) is the exchange regime, where short-range 
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exchange interactions are dominant. As |q| decreases, the dipole-dipole 
interactions become significant because they extend over a longer range than 
exchange interactions. The regime with 107 m-1 < |q| < 108 m-1 is the dipole-
exchange regime in which the exchange and dipole-dipole interactions may be 
comparable. The regime with 3×103 m-1 < |q| < 107 m-1 is the magnetostatic 
regime where dipole-dipole interactions are dominant. For these above 
mentioned regimes, one can apply the magnetostatic Maxwell’s equations 
which offer a convenient way to deal with dipole-dipole interactions. By 
contrast, the regime with |q| < 3×103 m-1 is the electromagnetic regime where 
the full form of Maxwell’s equations has to be considered. 
 
In this study, simple estimations [q ~1/(submicron length scale)] reveal that 
the resulting SWs in the samples under investigation should lie in the 
magnetostatic regime or in the bordering region between the magnetostatic 






Z exch diE E E E   .      (1.3) 
 
EZ denotes the Zeeman energy which arises from the interaction between the 
applied magnetic field Happ and the magnetization M. It is expressed as  
 
 Z app 3E    M H r .     (1.4) 
 
The exchange energy Eexch, which arises from the short-range exchange 
interactions, is written as   
 
 exch 2 22 2 3x y z
S
AE M M M
M
       rd ,   (1.5) 
 
where Mx, My, and Mz are the components of M, and A is the exchange 
stiffness constant of the ferromagnetic material. This results in an exchange 








M H M .      (1.6) 
 
Edip represents the dipolar energy which arises from the dipole-dipole 
interactions between magnetizations within the magnetic substance. To find 
the corresponding dipolar field Hdip, one can consider the magnetostatic 
Maxwell equations which govern the relation between Hdip and M.    
 
dip 0 H ,       (1.7a) 
and 
 
 0 dip 0    B = H M ,     (1.7b)  
 
where B is the magnetic induction. The macroscopic continuum approach 








One-dimensional Bi-component Magnonic Crystals 





Research in the field of artificial crystals has attracted considerable interest in 
solid state physics. The artificial (engineered) periodicities in material 
properties give rise to the folding of the dispersion curves for waves 
propagating along the periodicity directions of these artificial crystals. Such 
phenomena turn the crystals into wave transmission systems characterized by 
allowed frequency ranges alternating with forbidden bandgaps, which are 
ranges of frequencies within which no wave propagation is allowed. 
Prominent examples of artificial crystals include photonic crystals – periodic 
dielectric structures – which find practical applications in photonics as they 
provide control over electromagnetic waves via frequency bandgaps [34]. As 
introduced in Chapter 1, MCs are the magnetic counterparts of photonic 
crystals [35], which exhibit frequency bandgaps in its SW dispersion and can 
thus function as corresponding wave transmission systems for SWs. With the 
development of magnonics [32, 33], MCs have attracted large theoretical [36 – 
59] and experimental [60 – 86] research interest recently.  
 
This research focuses on bi-component MCs comprising one-dimensional 
periodic arrays of submicron stripes of alternating ferromagnetic materials in 
direct physical contact [82 – 86]. These nanopatterned planar MCs offer bright 
outlook for potential magnonic devices in microwave communication systems 
such as SW filters. Owing to advances in lithography, good-quality samples of 
one-dimensional bi-component MCs comprising alternating permalloy (Py) 
and cobalt (Co) submicron stripes were fabricated and measured to have well-
defined and sizable magnonic bandgaps of about 2 GHz [85]. Figure 2.1 
depicts the schematic structure of the MCs. Their component stripes have the 
same thickness (L), but different widths (w1 for Py stripes and w2 for Co 
stripes), which typically lie in the submicron range (~ a few hundred nm).  
 
 
FIG. 2.1 Schematics of the one-dimensional Py/Co magnonic crystal.  
 
 
Since bandgaps of the MCs are essential to the functioning of potential devices 
based on them, dependences of their bandgap parameters – namely the 
bandgap width and center – on their geometric and magnetic properties are 
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important issues in the study of such MCs. Figure 2.2 shows a typical 
measured SW dispersion for a Py/Co magnonic array which exhibits well-
defined bandgaps.  
 
 
FIG. 2.2 Measured SW frequency dispersion of a Py/Co magnonic array with 
w1 = w2 = 250 nm. Experimental data are denoted by symbols. The frequency 
bandgaps are represented by shaded bands, while the Brillouin zone 
boundaries (wavevector q = nπ/a, a = w1 + w2 = 500 nm) are denoted by 
dashed lines.  
 
 
Further measurements by Wang et al. on these MCs revealed their bandgap 
tunabilities by varying w1 and w2 [86]. In particular, values for both centers 
and widths of the first (lowest) bandgaps are noticeably sensitive to changes in 
widths of the component stripes. Figure 2.3 compares the measured values of 
the centers and widths of the first bandgaps of different Py/Co MCs as 
functions of w1 and w2. First bandgap centers vary over the range 7.3 – 10.4 
GHz while first bandgap widths vary over the range 1.4 – 2.6 GHz for 
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different MCs with 150 nm ≤ w1, w2 ≤ 500 nm. These interesting experimental 
results call for an investigation into the underlying physics. For this purpose, 
both numerical calculations and an analytic approach are used in this study to 
gain insight into how first bandgaps of the bi-component MCs depend on their 
geometric and magnetic properties. 
 
 
FIG. 2.3 Measured bandgap centers and widths for Py/Co MCs having 
different dimensions. For example, 150Co/350Py indicates the MC with w1 = 
350 nm and w2= 150 nm.  
 
 
Section 2.2 presents a theoretical study of the lowest-frequency spin waves in 
one-dimensional Py/Co magnonic arrays to analyze the observed size-
dependences of their first bandgap parameters (see Fig. 2.3). Based on insights 
from numerical analysis, I formulate analytic expressions of first bandgap 
center and width as explicit functions of the geometric and magnetic 





equations accord reasonably well with both the measured and the numerically 
generated size-dependences of the bandgap parameters. 
 
With widths (w1 and w2) of the MCs in the submicron range, the analytic 
expressions for bandgap centers and widths are simplified and recast into a 
factorized form in Section 2.3. The theoretical approach is also extended to 
study such bi-component MCs of magnetic materials with contrasting values 
of MS.  
 
Having successfully accounted for the observed size-dependences of the 
bandgap parameters of the MCs, the same theoretical approach is adopted to 
investigate the dependences of their bandgap parameters on their magnetic 




2.2 Theoretical Analysis on Bandgap Parameters 
 
2.2.1 Methodology of numerical modelling 
Numerical modelling based on the macroscopic theory is performed to 
calculate the lowest-frequency SWs in the one-dimensional MC. The 
macroscopic approach is commonly used in studying MCs and it has yielded 
reasonably good agreement with experimental measurements in many cases 
[60 – 81, 83 – 86].  
The model system consists of a one-dimensional periodic array of thin Py and 
Co stripes, which are treated as being infinitely long along the z-axis. This is a 
good approximation since the actual length of the stripes is 100 µm which is 
much larger than their submicron widths. As mentioned earlier, Py and Co 
stripes have the same thickness (L), but different widths (w1 for Py stripes and 
w2 for Co stripes). These alternating ferromagnetic component stripes are in 
lateral contact, with y being the thickness direction of the MC and x its 
periodicity direction.  
 





teff app exch( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )t t t  H r H r H r h r ,   (2.1) 
 
where Happ is the applied magnetic field, Hexch the exchange field, and h the 
dynamic dipolar field. Happ (= H) is spatially invariant under usual 
experimental conditions, and Hexch takes the form in Eq. (1.6).  
 
h(r, t) is generated by the motion of M(r, t). In the experimental configuration, 
component stripes are longitudinally magnetized. i.e. the static magnetizations 
in the stripes are aligned along the z-axis. For linear SWs the dynamical 
magnetization vectors m(r, t) = [mx(r, t), my(r, t), 0] are perpendicular to the z-
axis and much smaller in magnitude than the static component (|m(r, t)| << 
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The relationship between h(r, t) and M(r, t) then follows from the 
magnetostatic Maxwell equations [91]  
  
( , ) 0t h r ,       (2.3a) 
and 
  
0 ( , ) ( , ) 0t t      b h r m r .    (2.3b) 
 
where b is the dynamical magnetic induction. In search of solutions 
corresponding to monochromatic SWs,  
 
2( , ) ( ) i ftt e m r m r ,       (2.4a) 
and 
 
 2( , ) ( ) i ftt e h r h r ,      (2.4b) 
 
where f is the SW frequency. Eq. (2.3a) allows h(r) to be defined by a 
magnetostatic potential ψ(r).  
 
 ( ) ( ) h r r .       (2.5) 
 
Since the model system is invariant along the z direction, mx(r), my(r), and ψ(r) 
can be expressed as  
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      (2.6) 
 
where qz is the z-component of the SW wavevector. In this study, I focus on 
modes with qz = 0 which were reported to exhibit interesting bandgap 
tunabilities [86]. Thus, r in Eqs. (2.1) to (2.6) represent the two-dimensional 
position vector (x, y), and the del operator   in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) can be 
replaced by [ / , / ,0]x y      . 
 
Substituting Eqs. (2.1) - (2.6) into the torque equation (Eq. 1.1) and neglecting 
small terms second order in m(x, y) and h(x, y), the linearized Landau-Lifshitz 
equations now read  
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    (2.7b) 
 
Furthermore, within the MC, Eq. (2.3b) becomes 
 
2 ( , )( , )( , ) yx
m x ym x yx y
x y
     ,    (2.8) 
 
whereas outside the MC, ψ(x, y) obeys the Laplace’s equation.  
  
At the Co-Py interfaces, interfacial BCs dictate that m and (A/MS)(∂m/∂x) are 
continuous across the Co-Py interfaces [36]. These BCs include the 
macroscopic variations of A and MS but do not take into account the 
microscopic modifications of the exchange constant A at the interfaces 
(interfacial exchange coupling). Similar forms of interfacial BCs are also 
employed in recent studies of composite MCs [41, 43, 46]. In addition, 
magnetostatic BCs leads to the continuities of ψ and the normal component of 
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where n1 denotes the outward normal of the Py stripe at the interface and n2 
that of the Co stripe as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 . Since m is continuous across the 
interfaces, the magnetostatic BCs then reduce to the continuity of ψ and ∂ψ/∂x 
at the interfaces.  
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For the top and bottom surfaces of the MC, exchange BC becomes ∂m/∂n = 0, 
where (∂/∂n) represents the normal derivatives at these surfaces. The 




 ( , ) ( , ) 0x y x y    n b n m ,    (2.10) 
 
where n is the outward normal at these surfaces. 
 
The problem of finding SW modes in the MC is essentially an eigenproblem, 
with eigenvalue f the frequency of the modes, and eigenfunctions m(x, y) the 
distribution of dynamical magnetization within the MC and ψ(x, y) the 
magnetostatic potential. Additionally, the periodicity in MS, A and γ along the 
x direction implies that the coefficients in Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) are also 
periodic along x. Applying the Bloch-wave description to the solutions, both 
m and ψ can be written as products of a plane wave factor exp(iqx), where q is 
the Bloch wavevector, and a periodic function that has the same periodicity as 
the MC. Equivalently, 
 
( , ) ( , ) exp( )x a y x y iqa m m ,    (2.11a) 
and 
 
 ( , ) ( , ) exp( )x a y x y iqa   ,    (2.11b) 
 
where a = w1 + w2 is the period (lattice constant) of the MC. Under these 
periodic conditions, only a unit cell of the repeating structure needs to be 
considered.  
 
The linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations and the magnetostatic Maxwell 
equation are numerically solved, based on a finite element approach [92]. In 
the calculations, the two-dimensional geometry of a unit cell of the MC is first 
partitioned into triangular mesh elements, with the edge lengths of the 
elements not more than 1/15 of the maximum distance in the geometry. The 
governing equations are then discretized and converted into a system of linear 
equations, which is solved by standard computational routines. In each 
calculation, mesh refinement is carried out to achieve a numerical accuracy of 
about 0.1 GHz for the calculated value of f. The magnetic parameters used in 
the calculations are as follows. MS = 6.58×105 A/m, A = 1.11×10-11 J/m, and γ 





198.8 GHz/T for Co [86]. Prior to the calculations, I first reproduced the 
experimental data on SW modes in an isolated stripe [22] to ensure correctness 
in computations. I also reproduced the experimental SW dispersion data for 
other MCs comprising stripes separated by air gaps [61], to ensure correct 
implementation of Eq. (2.11). 
 
2.2.2 Numerical results and discussions 
Observations from numerical results reveal that each Py/Co magnonic array is 
associated with an intrinsic frequency threshold given by the frequency of the 
lowest SW excitation in an isolated Co stripe having the same dimension as 
the component Co stripes of the MC. This frequency threshold partitions the 
lowest-frequency SW modes in the MCs into two classes as we shall see.  
     
Figure 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the calculated dispersion curves of the lowest-
frequency SW modes of the Py/Co MCs having the same value of w1 (=250 
nm), but different values of w2 (=150 nm, 250 nm, and 500 nm, respectively). 
Also shown are the respective |m|2 profiles. Since |m|2 profiles are uniform 
along the thickness (y direction) of these MCs, they are plotted along the x-
axis over a unit crystal cell. The frequencies of the lowest SW excitations in 
isolated cobalt stripes of widths 150, 250 and 500 nm were also numerically 
calculated and found to be 17.3, 14.6, and 11.1 GHz respectively. They are 
represented as red horizontal dashed lines in the SW dispersions plots in Figs. 
2.5 to 2.7. 
 
 
 FIG. 2.5 Dispersion curves and |m|2 profiles for the eight lowest-frequency 
spin wave modes (in descending order from top) for the Py/Co MC with w1= 
250 nm and w2 = 150 nm. In the plot for dispersion curves, the horizontal 
dashed line denotes the frequency of the lowest mode in the corresponding 
single isolated cobalt stripe. For the |m|2 profiles, solid curves represent 
profiles generated at q = 0 while dashed curves represent those generated at q 
= π/a. The pairs of numbers displayed are the calculated frequencies, in GHz, 
of the respective modes at q = 0 (top) and q = π/a (bottom). 
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 FIG. 2.6 Dispersion curves and |m|2 profiles for the eight lowest-frequency 
spin wave modes (in descending order from top) for the Py/Co MC with w1= 
250 nm and w2 = 250 nm. In the plot for dispersion curves, the horizontal 
dashed line denotes the frequency of the lowest mode in the corresponding 
single isolated cobalt stripe. For the |m|2 profiles, solid curves represent 
profiles generated at q = 0 while dashed curves represent those generated at q 
= π/a. The pairs of numbers displayed are the calculated frequencies, in GHz, 
of the respective modes at q = 0 (top) and q = π/a (bottom). 
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 FIG. 2.7 Dispersion curves and |m|2 profiles for the eight lowest-frequency 
spin wave modes (in descending order from top) for the Py/Co MC with w1= 
250 nm and w2 = 500 nm. In the plot for dispersion curves, the horizontal 
dashed line denotes the frequency of the lowest mode in the corresponding 
single isolated cobalt stripe. For the |m|2 profiles, solid curves represent 
profiles generated at q = 0 while dashed curves represent those generated at q 
= π/a. The pairs of numbers displayed are the calculated frequencies, in GHz, 





For the MC with w1 = 250 nm and w2 = 150 nm, the 17.3 GHz frequency of 
the lowest mode in an isolated 150nm-wide Co stripe falls within the 16.9 to 
17.9 GHz range of the dispersion branch corresponding to the 7th lowest-
frequency mode as shown in Fig. 2.5. Figure 2.5 also reveals that profiles of 
the six modes with frequencies below 17.3 GHz are characterized by resonant 
precessions in the form of (sinusoidal) standing waves across the Py stripes, 
and forced oscillations of the dynamical magnetizations within the Co stripes. 
In contrast, resonant (sinusoidal) waveforms exist in the Co region only for the 
7th and 8th lowest-frequency modes. Figure 2.6 (Figure 2.7) shows that a 
similar SW behaviour can be observed for the Py/Co MC with w1 = 250 nm 
and w2 = 250 nm (w2 = 500 nm), for which the threshold frequency is 14.6 
(11.1 GHz).   
 
Thus, for each of the bi-component MC, SW modes with frequency ranges 
lying below its corresponding frequency threshold are characterized by the 
resonant precessions in the Py stripes and the forced oscillations of the 
dynamical magnetizations in the Co stripes. Resonant waveforms can exist in 
the Co region only for the higher-frequency modes. Interestingly, this finding 
differs from those of previous studies [35, 50], based on which the frequency 
thresholds for the different Py/Co magnonic arrays should all correspond to 
the same lower boundary of the Damon-Eshbach (DE) SW band [93] for a Co 
thin film. However, Figs. 2.5 - 2.7 clearly show that the values of the 
frequency thresholds are different for the Py/Co MCs having different widths 




2.2.3 Formulation of approximate analytic expressions 
To analyze the parameters of the first bandgap, I focus on the two lowest 
modes. With frequencies below the frequency threshold, oscillations of the 
magnetizations for these modes in the Co stripes are forced and driven by 
dynamic dipolar fields generated by the resonant precessions in the Py stripes. 
Hence, the Co stripes collectively serve as a medium which enhances dipolar 
coupling between neighbouring Py stripes whose precessions are strongly 
correlated. Analogous to the case of a single-component array of closely 
spaced Py stripes [60], enhanced coupling between the adjacent Py stripes 
modifies the sinusoidal dynamical magnetization profiles within these Py 
region and results in the dispersion of SW modes in Py/Co magnonic arrays. 
 
Figure 2.8 shows the calculated mx profiles for the two lowest-frequency 
modes at q = 0 and q = π/a across two unit cells. I focus on mx, due to large 
ellipticity in the magnetization precessions (|mx|2 >> |my|2). For an isolated Py 
stripe, the mx profile for the lowest-frequency mode is approximately 
described by a cosine function symmetric about the stripe center [60]. For q = 
0, the driving SW precessions in neighbouring Py stripes are in phase. Thus, 
the generated dipolar fields over the cobalt region point in the same direction. 
The resultant field aligns the dynamical magnetization in the Co region and 
results in a quasi-constant mx profile over this region (see Fig. 2.8(a)). BCs at 
the Co-Py interfaces, viz. continuity of mx and (A/MS)(∂mx/∂x), cause 
variations of mx in the Py stripes to be much more gradual than those in an 
isolated Py stripe. Hence the characteristic wavenumber of the cosine mx 
profile (see below) over the Py region becomes very small.  
 FIG. 2.8 The dynamical magnetization mx profiles over two unit cells at q = 0 
and q = π/a for (a) lowest-frequency mode and (b) second lowest-frequency 
mode in the Py/Co magnonic crystal with w1 = 250 nm and w2 = 250 nm. Solid 
curves represent waveforms generated from numerical calculations and dashed 
curves represent calculated profiles based on the analytic approach.  
 
 
For the lowest mode at q = π/a, the magnetization precessions in adjacent Py 
stripes are out of phase and thus the generated dipolar fields over the Co 
region oppose each other. Owing to the driving dipolar fields, mx within a Co 
stripe have the largest amplitude and are in opposite directions near the two 
interfaces of the stripe. The magnitude of mx decreases quasi-linearly towards 
the center of the Co stripe, until it vanishes at the center where the two 
opposing dipolar fields cancel out each other. BCs at the interfaces then result 
in larger mx variations in the permalloy stripe (compared to the q = 0 case) and 
hence, a larger characteristic wavenumber for the cosine mx profile in the 
permalloy region. The larger wavenumber of the DE-like resonant waveforms 
in the permalloy region accounts for the higher SW frequency at q = π/a in the 
dispersion for the lowest mode (see Fig. 2.6). 
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For the second lowest mode, Fig. 2.8(b) shows that their mx profiles within the 
Py stripes can be approximated by sine functions which are anti-symmetric 
about the Py stripe centers. For this mode, dipolar fields within the Co region, 
generated by neighbouring Py stripes, are in the same direction for q = π/a and 
opposite directions for q = 0. Hence, the situation is reversed for the second 
lowest-frequency mode. Within the Co stripes, one sees a quasi-constant mx 
profile for q = π/a and a quasi-linear mx profile for q = 0. The dispersion 
relations reveal that the mode frequency is higher at q = 0 than at q = π/a (see 
Fig. 2.6).  
 
Guided by the above physical insights, I now attempt to formulate analytic 
expressions for first bandgap parameters of the MCs. The following analytic 
approach does not aim to quantitatively reproduce numerical and experimental 
results. Instead, analytic expressions are meant to achieve a qualitative 
description of the numerically generated and measured size-dependences of 
the bandgap parameters [86], thus providing insights into how various 
magnetic and geometric parameters of the bi-component MCs affect their 
bandgaps.  
 
At q = π/a, the lowest-frequency SW can be approximated by 
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 , for w1/2 ≤ x ≤ (w1/2)+w2. (2.12b) 
 
C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants and k1 is the characteristic wave number for 
the resonant magnetization precession over the Py region for the lowest-
frequency mode. mx over the Co region is described by a linear function as 
discussed above. Similarly, for the second lowest mode,  
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Eq. (2.14) is a transcendental equation which can be solved numerically. 
However, in order to obtain useful analytic expressions for bandgap 
parameters, an approximation for the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.14) is needed. 
For the lowest-frequency mode (see Fig. 2.8(a)), one expects 0 < k1 < π/w1 
where the left hand side of Eq. (2.14) is a monotonically increasing function. 
Taylor series expansions and Padé approximations [94], which are 
approximations of functions by polynomial and rational functions 
respectively, were considered. The rational Padé approximant with quadratic 
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gives the optimum approximation considering its simple form and the good 
approximation it provides. Figure 2.9 compares this approximation and the 
corresponding Taylor series expansion of a high order, showing that the Padé 




 FIG. 2.9 Comparison between Taylor series expansion and Padé 
approximation of the left-hand-side of Eq. (2.14), i.e. ktan[kw1/2] for 0 < k < 
π/w1, w1 = 250 nm. The solid curve denotes ktan[kw1/2] while the dash (dash-
dotted) curve represent its Taylor series expansion up to the sixth order (Padé 
approximation with quadratic numerator and denominator polynomials). The 
horizontal lines denote values of the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.14) 
corresponding to values of w2 for the different Py/Co MC samples with w1 = 
250 nm studied in Ref. 86.   
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Thus, the wavenumbers characterizing resonant magnetization precessions in 
the permalloy stripes are explicitly expressed in terms of w1 and w2. 
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where k = k1 and k2 for the lowest and second lowest modes respectively, and 
L is the thickness of the MC.  
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where P(kL) = 1- (1 - exp(-kL))/kL. This SW dispersion for ferromagnetic 
thin-films was derived analytically by Kalinikos and Slavin [95]. Its explicit 
form will be exploited in various approximate analytical calculations 
throughout this thesis. The center and width of the first bandgap are thus 
given by  
 
   2Bandgap Center
2
1f k f k ,     (2.20) 
and  
 
   2Bandgap Width 1f k f k  .    (2.21) 
 
Analytically calculated bandgap parameters based on the simple model are 
compared with numerical calculations and experimental measurements [86] in 
Fig. 2.10. In general, the analytical calculations accord reasonably well with 
the numerical and experimental results. In particular, the simple analytic 
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approach correctly predicts the monotonical increase (decrease) of bandgap 
width with increasing widths of the Co (Py) stripes. It also accounts for the 
strong dependence of bandgap center frequencies on the width of the Py 
stripes. The mx profiles based on the simple model were also calculated and 
displayed in Fig. 2.8. As can be seen, the analytic calculations are able to 
reproduce the general features of the numerically generated profiles.  
 
 
FIG. 2.10 Size-dependence of the first bandgap parameters. Bandgap center 
frequency, and width for the Py/Co array (a) as a function of w1 when w2 = 
150 nm, and (b) as a function of w2 when w1 = 250 nm. Results of numerical 
calculations are denoted by solid curves while dashed curves represent 
analytic calculations from Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21). Dots represent experimental 
Brillouin data of Ref. 86. 
 
 
Overall, analytic expressions of the center and widths of the first bandgaps of 





expressions reasonably account for the experimentally measured and 
numerically generated size-dependences of bandgap parameters of the Py/Co 
magnonic arrays. They provide simple and convenient estimates of the 
bandgap parameters of the MCs.  
 
 
2.3 Factorized Forms of Analytic Expressions 
 
It has been demonstrated in the previous section that, through simple physical 
modelling, analytic expressions of bandgap center and width for a Py/Co 
magnonic array can be formulated. These analytic expressions accord 
reasonably well with numerical calculations and experiments, though the 
approach was only restricted to Py/Co MCs. In this Section, I attempt to 
generalize the analytic approach to study such bi-component MCs comprising 
submicron stripes of arbitrary materials and simplify the analytic formulae to 
gain further insight into the dependence of the bandgaps of such MCs on their 
geometric and magnetic parameters.  
 
2.3.1 Factorized forms of the analytic expressions 
For a bi-component MC comprising alternating stripes made up of different 
materials, it is important to know which of the component stripes exhibit 
resonant precessions or forced oscillations for the lowest-frequency modes as 
discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Numerical calculations reveal that the 
component stripe in the MC exhibiting resonant precession (forced oscillation) 
is the one whose frequency for its single-stripe lowest SW excitation is the 
lower (higher) of the two. Thus, for a bi-component MC comprising 
alternating stripes with different widths and constituent magnetic materials, it 
is important to know which of the component stripes has a higher frequency 
for its lowest SW mode. As we shall see, a simple guide to this question can 
be provided recognising that this study focuses on MCs comprising submicron 
stripes. This focus is justifiable by the fact that the high-quality MC samples 
studied have submicron w1 and w2 [85, 86], while experimental data on such 
MCs with w1 and w2 smaller than the submicron range (< 100 nm) are not yet 
available.  
 
With w1 and w2 in the submicron range, they are much larger than the 
exchange length of typical magnetic materials lex (= 202 / SA M ) which is 
usually less than 10 nm. Thus, one expects long-range dipolar interactions to 
dominate over short-range exchange interactions [58] for the lowest-frequency 
spin waves in the MC. With dipolar interactions dominating over exchange 
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where P(kL) = 1- (1 - exp(-kL))/kL. S(k, L) does not depend on the magnetic 
parameters and γ is similar for most ferromagnetic materials. Thus, for an 




 See also the discussion in Section 1.3. 
excitation due to lateral confinement can be approximately factorized into a 
product of γMS and a structural term S(k, L), in which k can be approximated 
by Eq. (11) of Ref. 96. 
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where w is the width of the stripe. Simple calculations estimate that a variation 
of w in the submicron range (150 nm to 450 nm) results in a change of S by 
about 30%. Exploiting the factorized form of Eq. (2.22), the effect of MS 
would dominate over the structural effect on frequency of lowest SW 
excitation in different isolated stripes, if one considers magnetic materials with 
contrasting values of MS. Thus, for studying MCs comprising materials with 
contrasting values of MS, the lowest-frequency SW modes of the MCs would 
be characterized by resonant precessions (forced oscillations) in the 
component stripes with the smaller (larger) MS. Since previous studies have 
predicted that, in general, the more contrasting the magnetic properties of the 
constituent materials of a MC, the wider would be its bandgap [40, 51], using 
constituent materials with contrasting values of MS is a practical choice. 
 
In addition to the simple guide in determining which component stripe of the 
bi-component MC exhibits resonant or forced motion, simplification of the 
SW dispersion in Eq. (2.22) also results in simplifications of the expressions 
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where 21 112 /( 3 )k w w   1 2w ,  k2 = π/w1, and α = A1MS,2/ A2MS,1. The 
magnetic material denoted by subscript 1 now has the smaller MS. Note that α 
denotes the magnetic contrast between the two materials. The dependence on 
α is expected since previous studies have shown that the magnetic contrast, in 
various forms, between component materials of an MC significantly affects its 
bandgap parameters [40, 51, 58]. Interestingly, each bandgap parameter can be 
factorized into a product of γ1MS,1 and a structural term (SW or SC) which is a 
function of w1, w2, L and α. 
 
2.3.2 Applications on different magnonic arrays 
Table 2.1 below shows some frequently used ferromagnetic materials in 
various patterned structures, namely Iron (Fe), Nickel (Ni) and Py, and the 
commonly reported values for their magnetic parameters. These materials 
have contrasting values of MS. The value of MS for Fe is about twice that for 





of these magnetic materials are small compared to values in the submicron 
range (<< 100 nm). lex = 3.4 nm for Fe, 7.7 nm for Ni, and 5.3 nm for Py. In 
the following, I study MCs made of these materials, namely Ni/Fe, Py/Fe, and 
Ni/Py magnonic arrays with L = 30 nm and 150 nm < w1, w2 < 450 nm. For 
simplicity, γ is taken to be 176 GHz/T for all materials. Both the analytic 
approach and numerical calculations are employed. 
 
TABLE 2.1: Magnetic parameters of different ferromagnetic materials. 
 
 A         ( ×10-11 J/m) MS        ( ×106 A/m) 
Fe (Iron) 2.1 1.7 
Ni (Nickel) 0.9 0.49 
Py (Permalloy) 1.3 0.86 
  
 
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 plot the bandgap centers and widths of the different 
MCs as functions of w1 and w2. Calculations based on both the original 
formulae [Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21)] in Section 2.2.3, and their factorized forms 
[Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25)] accord reasonably well with the numerically generated 
data. In particularly, they correctly account for the patterns in size-
dependences of the bandgap parameters. This corroborates the dipolar-
dominated nature of the lowest-frequency SW modes in such MCs comprising 
submicron stripes.  
 
FIG. 2.11 Size-dependences of bandgap centers for various MCs. The left 
column shows the calculated bandgap centers of various MCs as a function of 
w1 when w2 = 250 nm, while the right column shows those of MCs as a 
function of w2 when w1 = 250 nm. Solid curves denote numerical calculations 
while dashed ones denote calculations based on Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21). Dash-





 FIG. 2.12 Size-dependences of bandgap widths for various MCs. The left 
column shows the calculated bandgap widths of various MCs as a function of 
w1 when w2 = 250 nm, while the right column shows those of MCs as a 
function of w2 when w1 = 250 nm. Solid curves denote numerical calculations 
while dashed ones denote calculations based on Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21). Dash-
dotted lines denote calculations based on Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25). 
 
 
It is interesting to note that the trends in the size-dependences of the bandgap 
parameters for the different MCs studied are similar. Bandgap widths for all 
MCs decrease monotonically with increasing w1 and increase monotonically 
with increasing w2. In addition, the bangap centers decrease monotonically 
with increasing w1 and w2, but are more sensitive to changes in w1. According 





by the structural terms SC(w1, w2, L, α) and SW(w1, w2, L, α). The similar values 
of α for the MCs (1.49, 1.22, and 1.21 for Ni/Fe, Py/Fe, and Ni/Py magnonic 
arrays, respectively) qualitatively account for the similar trends observed in 
size-dependences. In addition, the factorized expressions suggest that, the 
larger the value of MS,1, the larger the bandgap center frequency and width. 
This is also reflected in the results, i.e. Py/Fe MC has larger bandgap widths 
and center frequencies than those of Ni/Fe and Ni/Py MCs, while MS for Py is 
larger than that for Ni.  
 
For a more direct verification of the factorized formulae, the bandgap center 
frequencies and widths for a magnonic crystal, with w1 = w2 = 250 nm and L = 
30 nm, are plotted against MS,1. I set A1 = 1×10-11 J/m, A2 = 2×10-11 J/m, and 
MS,2 = 2MS,1 such that α is always 1. This fixes both the structural terms SC, 
and SW. Thus, one would expect both bandgap width and center to be 
approximately proportional to MS,1. Figure 2.13 compares the plots of the 
numerically calculated bandgap parameters with estimations from Eqs. (2.24) 
and (2.25). Analytic calculations accord adequately with the numerical data, 
showing that the factorized expressions correctly capture the behaviour of the 
bandgap parameters. 
 
 FIG. 2.13 Plots of bandgap (a) center and (b) width against MS,1 for a 
magnonic crystal with w1 = w2 = 250 nm; L = 30 nm; γ1 = γ2 = 176 GHz/T, A1 
= 1×10-11 J/m; A2 = 2×10-11 J/m, MS,2 = 2MS,1, and α (= A1MS,2/A2MS,1) = 1. 
Solid curves represent numerical calculations while dashed curves represent 
estimations from Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25). 
 
 
In this section, the analytic approach developed in Section 2.2 to study Py/Co 
MCs is extended to study bi-component MCs comprising alternating 
submicron stripes made of magnetic materials with contrasting values of MS. 
In addition, each of the expressions for bandgap center and width can be 
simplified and recast into a product of γ1MS,1 and a structural term (SW or SC) 
containing w1, w2, L and α. These factorized forms can provide further insight 






2.4 Effects of Magnetic Parameters on Magnonic Bandgaps 
 
The analytic approach developed in this chapter has reasonably accounted for 
the numerically generated and experimentally measured size-dependences of 
the bandgap centers and widths of bi-component MCs comprising submicron 
stripes (see Fig. 2.10). In this section, the analytic approach, together with 
numerical calculations, are employed to investigate the effects of the magnetic 
properties of such bi-component MCs on their bandgap parameters.  
 
2.4.1 Similar patterns in size-dependences for magnonic crystals with 
different magnetic contrast between its constituent materials 
In the last section, it was shown that the trends in the size-dependences of the 
bandgap parameters for MCs comprising different magnetic materials are 
similar. Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) reveal that the structural terms (SC and SW), 
which are responsible for the patterns in the size-dependences of bandgap 
width and center, depend on the magnetic properties of the constituent 
materials through α = A1MS,2/ A2MS,1. Thus, the similar values of α for the 
MCs studied in Section 2.3.2 accounted for the similar trends observed in size-
dependences of their bandgap parameters. In this section, I investigate the 
size-dependences of the MCs with more widely differing values of α.  
 
First, the size-dependences of the structural terms SC and SW with α over a 
large range, 0.3 ≤ α ≤ 3, are shown in Fig. 2.14 and 2.15, respectively. Figure 
2.14 shows that the features in size-dependences for SC are similar for 
different values of α within this wide range. i.e. Sc decreases with increasing 
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w1 and is insensitive to the value of w2. The same can be observed for SW in 
Fig. 2.15. i.e. SW decreases with increasing w1 while it increases with 
increasing w2. Thus, we expect MCs with different magnetic contrasts α, for 
0.3 ≤ α ≤ 3, to have similar trends in size-dependences of their bandgap 
parameters. The Ni/Fe, Py/Fe, and Ni/Py MCs studied in the last section, were 
found to exhibit similar size-dependences (see Figs. 2.11 and 2.12) as they 
have similar values of α (1.21 to 1.49). In this section, I perform calculations 






 FIG. 2.14 Size-dependences of structural factor SC and bandgap centers. Panel 
on the left (right) shows the calculated SC, and bandgap centers for Py/Fe and 
Py/Co MCs as functions of w1 (w2) when w2 (w1) = 250 nm. For bandgap 
parameters of Py/Fe and Py/Co, solid curves denote numerical calculations, 
dashed curves denote values calculated from the original analytical 
expressions [Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21)], while dash-dotted curves denote values 





 FIG. 2.15 Size-dependences of structural factor SW and bandgap widths. Panel 
on the left (right) shows the calculated SW, and bandgap widths for Py/Fe and 
Py/Co MCs as functions of w1 (w2) when w2 (w1) = 250 nm. For bandgap 
parameters of Py/Fe and Py/Co, solid curves denote numerical calculations, 
dashed curves denote values calculated from the original analytical 
expressions [Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21)], while dash-dotted curves denote values 




The size-dependences of the bandgap parameters for 20nm-thick Py/Fe and 
Py/Co MCs are calculated. Magnetic parameters of Py and Fe are listed in 
Table 2.1 while magnetic parameters for Co also take their commonly reported 
values. i.e. A = 3.0×10-11 J/m and MS = 1.4×106 A/m. Thus, the two MCs 
considered have contrasting values of α (α = 1.22 for Py/Fe, and α = 0.705 for 
Py/Co). Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 show that the two MCs exhibit similar features in 





decrease with increasing w1 and are insensitive to the value of w2; their 
bandgap widths decrease with increasing w1 and increase with increasing w2. 
Overall, the structural terms SC and SW correctly predicted the similar patterns 
in size-dependences of bandgap parameters for different MCs having different 
magnetic contrasts. 
 
2.4.2 Sensitivity of bandgap parameters to variations in magnetic 
parameters of constituent materials 
It is interesting to investigate the sensitivity of the bandgap parameters to 
variations in each magnetic parameter of a MC. Consider the Py/Fe MC with 
w1 = w2 = 250 nm and L = 20 nm. I investigate how bandgap center and width 
vary when each of the magnetic parameters for the component materials (A1, 
MS,1, A2 and MS,2) change over a range amounting to 30% of its original 
(central) value. Calculated results are plotted in Fig. 2.16.  
 
 FIG. 2.16 Variations of (a) bandgap center and (b) bandgap width of a Py/Fe 
MC with w1 = w2 = 250 nm and L = 20 nm, when its respective magnetic 
parameters A1, A2, MS,1 and MS,2 change over a range amounting to 30% of 
their original (central) values. In each graph, solid curves denote numerical 
calculations, dashed curves denote values calculated from the original analytic 
expressions [Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21)], while dash-dotted curves denote values 
calculated from Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25). 
 
 
Figure 2.16 shows that analytic calculations are in reasonable agreement with 





magnetic parameters. However, Fig. 2.16(b) also reveals some discrepancies. 
Eqs. (2.21) and (2.25) predict an increase (decrease) in bandgap width with 
increasing A1 (A2), while numerical calculations reveal that the width is quite 
insensitive to changes in A1 and A2. These discrepancies are attributed to the 
approximate expressions of the SW waveforms in Section 2.2.3, since the use 
of Padé approximations do not give rise to significant error. Figure 2.8 in 
Section 2.2.3 reveals that the analytic expressions are reasonable 
approximations of the numerically generated waveforms, but do not provide 
details on these waveforms, particularly in regions near the stripe interfaces. 
Thus, the following discussion refers to results obtained from numerical 
modelling.  
 
Calculations reveal that the bandgap center for the MC studied is most 
sensitive to changes in MS,1, varying over a wide range from 7.70 to 10.0 GHz 
which amounts to about 25% of its original value. Results for bandgap width 
reveals that it is more sensitive to changes in MS,1 and MS,2. In particular, it is 
most sensitive to changes in MS,2, varying over a range from 2.15 to 2.62 GHz 
which amounts to about 20% of its original value. In their material 
optimization study of MCs with much smaller lattice constants (10 nm) [58], 
Krawczyk et al. found that exchange lengths are important in estimating the 
bandgap widths of their exchange-dominated MCs. On the other hand, lowest-
frequency SW modes in the bi-component MCs comprising submicron stripes 
are expected to be dipolar-dominated (see Section 2.3) and it is found that 
bandgap parameters of the MC studied are more dependent on saturation 
magnetizations than exchange stiffness constants of the component materials.  
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In summary, I employ numerical calculations and the analytic approach 
developed in this chapter to study bi-component MCs comprising submicron 
stripes. In particular, the effects of magnetic parameters of these MCs on their 
magnonic bandgaps are investigated. It is found that MCs having different 
magnetic contrasts between their component materials exhibit similar patterns 
in size-dependences of their bandgap parameters. In addition, I also test the 
sensitivity of the bandgap parameters of such a MC on its magnetic 
parameters. Results show that bandgap parameters of the MC are more 
sensitive to changes in the saturation magnetizations of the component 
materials than changes in their exchange stiffness constants. These results 
provide insight into tailoring of bandgaps in such bi-component MCs.    
 
 
2.5  Summary 
 
Recent measurements of bandgaps in Co/Py MCs revealed interesting 
observations in their size-dependences. Motivated by these results, a 
theoretical study of the lowest-frequency SWs in such MCs is carried out. 
Based on insights from numerical analysis, I carry out an analytic treatment 
and formulate expressions of first bandgap center and width as explicit 
functions of the geometric and magnetic parameters of such MCs. These 
analytic expressions account reasonably well for the experimentally measured 
and numerically generated size-dependences of bandgap parameters of the 
Py/Co magnonic arrays, thus providing simple and convenient estimates of the 
bandgap parameters of the MCs. The analytic approach is then extended to 
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study bi-component MCs comprising alternating submicron stripes made of 
magnetic materials with contrasting values of MS. In addition, each of the 
expressions for bandgap center and width is simplified and recast into 
factorized forms which can provide further insight into the behaviour of 
bandgap parameters. Having discussed the size-dependences of the bi-
component magnonic crystals, both detailed numerical calculations and the 
analytic approach are employed to study the effects of magnetic parameters of 
the MCs on their magnonic bandgaps. Particularly, the factorized forms of the 
analytic expressions are exploited to explain why MCs having different 
magnetic contrasts between their component materials exhibit similar patterns 
in size-dependences of their bandgap parameters. In addition, I also test the 
sensitivity of the bandgap parameters of such a MC on its magnetic 
parameters. It is found that bandgap parameters of the dipolar-dominated MC 
are more sensitive to changes in the saturation magnetizations of the 
component materials than changes in their exchange stiffness constants. 
Overall, the findings in this chapter provide useful insight into tailoring of 
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As introduced in Chapter 1, MCs, the magnetic analogue of photonic crystals, 
are periodically modulated structures of magnetic and geometric properties in 
which SWs serve as information carriers [35]. These crystals exhibit magnonic 
band structures comprising allowed and forbidden frequency bands that can be 
exploited for the control and manipulation of SWs. Various applications for 
MCs such as SW filters have been proposed [53, 54]. Since the wavelengths of 
SWs are shorter than those of electromagnetic waves of the same frequency in 
the GHz range, MCs offer better prospects over photonic crystals for 
miniaturization of potential devices in microwave communication. 
 
Furthermore, some properties of MCs can be exploited for novel 
functionalities of MC-based devices. A particular example is the bi-component 
MC comprising alternating, Py and Co submicron stripes [85, 86], studied in 
Chapter 2. It was not mentioned, however, that such an MC exhibits two stable 
ground-state configurations due to its two-step switching corresponding to the 
magnetization reversals of Py stripes at a low field and Co stripes at a high 
field [82]. Figure 3.1 depicts the schematics of the two states. The FM state is 
one in which the static magnetizations of neighbouring Py and Co stripes are 
parallel; and the AFM state has the static magnetizations in Py stripes anti-
parallel to those in their neighbouring Co stripes. In this regard, Chapter 2 
dealt with MCs in their FM states. The reprogrammable (reconfigurable) 
magnetic ground states by external field [82] result in reprogrammable SW 
band structures for the MC, an interesting property which offers promising 
prospects for novel functionalities of such patterned materials.  
 
 
FIG. 3.1 Schematics of the bi-component magnonic crystal, comprising 
alternating contacting Co and Py stripes, in the FM and AFM ground state 








While the last chapter deals with such bi-component MCs in the FM state, 
insights into the SW modes of the MCs in the AFM state are also important to 
exploit the MC’s reprogrammable ground states for novel functionalities. This 
chapter presents theoretical investigations of the SWs in the FM and AFM 
states of a one-dimensional magnonic array of alternating, contacting Co and 
Py submicron stripes. In this study, the numerical method described in Chapter 
2 is modified to analyze the measured SW dispersions, especially for the AFM 
situation (to be elucidated in Section 3.3). In particular, the simple interfacial 
BCs employed at the stripe interfaces in Chapter 2 are now replaced by more 
physically realistic interfacial BCs. 
  
The MC sample was fabricated by Associate Prof. Adekunle Adeyeye of the 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of 
Singapore, who also provided the data for the M-H hysteresis measurements of 
the MC sample. Miss Zhang Li from the Laser Brillouin Spectroscopy 
Laboratory, Department of Physics, National University of Singapore, 
performed the experimental mapping of the SW dispersions of the MC. 
Section 3.2 presents the relevant experimental information including the 
measured hysteresis loop and SW dispersions of the MC in its FM and AFM 
states. Section 3.3 reports a theoretical interpretation of the measured FM and 
AFM SW dispersions, based on the macroscopic theory. Numerical 
calculations reasonably reproduce the measured SW dispersions. 
 
For the bi-component MC, the enhanced coupling (via dipolar and exchange 
effects) at the Co-Py interfaces potentially reduce energy loss of SW 
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propagation through the crystal, making it more favourable for application 
over MCs comprising single-material stripes separated by air gaps [60, 61, 63, 
70, 73, 78, 79]. Thus, an understanding of the magnetization dynamics at the 
interfaces of adjacent stripes is important for their potential applications. In 
Section 3.4, magnetization dynamics at the Co-Py interfaces of the MC is 
discussed. Generated dynamical magnetization profiles reveal the presence of 
considerable pinning at these interfaces. 
 
After studying the SW dispersions and interfacial magnetization dynamics of 
the MC, Section 3.5 presents an investigation of the nature of lowest-
frequency SW modes of the MC in its FM and AFM states. In particular, the 
concept of the intrinsic frequency threshold, developed in Chapter 2 to study 
such MCs in the FM state, is extended here to study SW modes of the crystal 
in its AFM state. Finally, Section 3.6 summarises this chapter. 
 
 
3.2 Experimental Details 
 
The MC was synthesized on an oxidized Si(001) substrate using e-beam 
lithography, deposition, and lift-off processes described in Ref. 85. The 100 
µm × 100 µm patterned structure is a 30 nm-thick one-dimensional periodic 
array of alternating, 200 nm-wide Co and 300 nm-wide Py stripes, with their 




The M-H hysteresis loop of the sample was measured by magneto-optic Kerr 
effect in the longitudinal configuration with the magnetic field applied along 
the length of the stripes. As Fig. 3.2 shows, the loop features a distinct two-
step switching corresponding to the magnetization reversals of Py stripes at a 
low field and Co stripes at a high field. Starting from positive saturation field 
(+z direction in inset of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.1), the magnetizations of all stripes 
are aligned along the field direction (FM state). When the reverse field is 
larger than the switching field of the Py stripes, but less than the switching 
field of the Co stripes, a state of antiparallel alignment of the magnetizations 
of neighbouring stripes (AFM state) is attained, which persists until the 





 FIG. 3.2 M-H loop of the Py/Co magnonic crystal with the field H applied 
along the stripes. (Inset) Schematics of Brillouin light scattering geometry 
showing the laser light incident angle θB, incident and scattered photon 
wavevectors ki and ks, magnon wavevector q, and applied magnetic field H.  
 
 
Brillouin measurements were performed in the 180°-backscattering geometry 
(inset of Fig. 3.2) using 80 mW of the λ = 514.5 nm radiation of an argon-ion 
laser, and a six-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer equipped with a 
silicon avalanche diode detector. Dispersion curves were mapped up to the 
fourth Brillouin zone, i.e, over a magnon wavevector range q (= 4πsinθB/λ) of 
0 to 4π/a (lattice constant a = 500 nm), by varying the laser light incidence 
angle θB. Prior to the Brillouin experiments, the sample was saturated with an 
applied field H = 400 mT/0 along the stripes (+z direction in inset of Fig. 2). 
H was then decreased to 37 mT/0 (FM state), followed by the mapping of the 
FM magnonic dispersion with H maintained at this value. For the AFM state, 





reverse field of 37 mT/0 was applied and Brillouin measurements performed. 
Thus, for both the FM and AFM ground state configurations under which 
Brillouin measurements were performed, H = 37 mT/0 was applied along the 
z direction as depicted in Fig. 3.1. 
 
Brillouin spectra, recorded at the various Brillouin zone boundaries, of the MC 
in both states are displayed in Fig. 3.3. The measured dispersion curves of the 
four observed SW modes, plotted over four Brillouin zones in Fig. 3.4, exhibit 




 FIG. 3.3 Brillouin spectra of the Py/Co magnonic crystal, with lattice constant 
a = 500 nm, at (a) FM state and (b) AFM state, recorded at various Brillioun 
zone boundaries (q = nπ/a), under an applied field H = 37 mT/µ0 field. All 
spectra were fitted with Lorentzian functions (blue curves), and the resultant 





 FIG. 3.4 Dispersion curves of the Py/Co magnonic crystal (lattice constant a = 
500 nm), under H = 37 mT/µ0 field, in (a) FM state and (b) AFM state. 
Measured and calculated data are represented by symbols and lines 
respectively. The shaded regions represent measured bandgaps. The Brillouin 




3.3 Theoretical Analysis 
 
SW modes propagating along the periodicity (x) direction of the bi-component 
MC are calculated based on the macroscopic theory. Figure 1 shows the 
schematics of the MC. The 30 nm-thick MC comprises 300 nm-wide Py 
stripes alternated with 200 nm-wide Co stripes, both of which are treated as 
being infinitely long in the z direction.  
 
The linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations for the MC in its FM states are 
expressed as  
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   (3.1b) 
 
Here Aj is the exchange stiffness constant, MS,j the saturation magnetization, γj 
the gyromagnetic ratio, and mjx and mjy the components of the dynamical 





component stripes respectively. The governing dynamic equations for the FM 
case [Eqs. (3.1a) and (3.1b)] are almost identical with those introduced in 
Chapter 2 except that, now subscripts are introduced to differentiate 
magnetizations in the Py and Co regions. This is because the more physically 
realistic interfacial BCs introduced here do not assume continuity of m across 
the Co-Py interfaces. This is especially important for the AFM case. In a 
recent study of a single-material MC (one-dimensional array of stripes 
separated by air gaps) in its AFM state, it was found that the opposite 
directions of static magnetizations in neighbouring stripes causes the sense of 
magnetization precession in neighbouring stripes to be opposite to each other 
[73]. In the case of the Py/Co magnonic array, this effect results in my having 
opposite signs in neighbouring Py and Co stripes near their interface (to be 
elucidated below in Section 3.5). Assuming continuity of m across the Co-Py 
interfaces would then force my to be 0 at or near the Co-Py interfaces – a 
systematic error in the calculations. Hence, the simple interfacial BCs used in 
Chapter 2 would be inadequate, particularly for the AFM case, and more 
physically realistic interfacial BCs are needed. The magnetostatic Maxwell’s 
equations in Chapter 2 [Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3b)] apply, but with m = m1 in Py 
regions and m2 in Co regions.   
 
In the AFM state, the governing equations for m1 remain the same as Eqs. 
(3.1a) and (3.1b), whereas the equations for m2 are modified as 
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and 
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These equations are obtained by replacing  with 




























In 1970, Hoffmann considered the exchange coupling between two magnetic 
materials in direct contact and derived a set of BCs commonly known as the 
Hoffmann BCs [97]. Pashaev and Mills then pointed out the shortcoming of 
the Hoffmann BCs [98]. i.e. when applied to the interface between two 
contacting magnetic media, in the mathematical limit that each medium is 
identical and the exchange coupling across the interface equals to that in each 
medium, the Hoffmann BCs then lead to an unphysical reflectivity of SWs at 
the nonexistent interface. This led to intense discussions over their 
applicability and other proposed BCs [98 - 100]. Finally, Mills proposed an 
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appropriate form which solves the above problem and simultaneously 
observes conservation of energy flow across the interface [101]. I refer 
interested readers to Ref. 98 – 101 and the review by Barnas [102] for more 
details.  
 
According to the schematic geometry of the Co-Py interface depicted in      
Fig. 2.4, the Hoffmann BCs is written in the form 
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and  
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             (3.3b) 
 
The spacing da between neighbouring Py and Co atoms across the Co-Py 
interfaces, is expected to be of the same order as the lattice parameters (~ 0.2 
to 0.4 nm) of Co and Py, and A12 is a parameter indicating the strength of the 




In the FM state, the Hoffmann BCs for the dynamical magnetizations are then 
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and 
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Similarly, the Hoffmann BCs for the AFM case are obtained by replacing 
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The linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations and magnetostatic Maxwell’s 
equations are solved numerically to obtain the SW frequencies and dynamical 
magnetizations in both magnetic states, with the Hoffmann BCs applied at the 
Co-Py interfaces. Magnetic parameters used in the calculations are MS,1 = 
7.22×105 A/m, A1= 1.08×10-11 J/m, γ1 = 186 GHz/T for Py, and MS,2 = 1.17 × 
106 A/m, A2 = 2.54 × 10-11 J/m, γ2= 201 GHz/T for Co. They are derived from 
Brillouin measurements of Py and Co reference films.  
 
In the above equations, da, which is much smaller than the dimensions of the 
MC, depends on the fabrication process and sample quality. Fitting the FM 
experimental data with Eq. (3.4), over a reasonable range 0.2 nm < da < 1 nm, 
yielded A12 = 0.088 J/m2 and da = 0.35 nm (see Fig. 3.4(a)). AFM dispersion 
curves were then calculated, using Eq. (3.5), based on these fitted values of 
A12 and da. Figure 3.4(b) reveals that the measured AFM dispersion is 
reasonably well reproduced. It is interesting to note that the value daA12 ≈ 
3×10-11 J/m is of the same order of magnitude as A1 and A2. While the 
Hoffmann BCs only take into account of the inter-stripe exchange coupling 
across the Co-Py interfaces, other types of coupling mechanisms, such as 
dipolar coupling, also play a role in the inter-stripe coupling. It is not easy to 





suggested by Ajan et al., one can instead regard A12 as an “effective” 
interlayer exchange parameter that includes the average effect of other types 
of coupling as well [103]. This may account for the fact that the obtained 
value of daA12 is larger than both A1 and A2. Overall, the large value of A12 
indicates a substantial inter-stripe coupling, as expected for direct contact.  
 
In summary, the FM and AFM SW dispersions in the Co/Py MC have been 
mapped by Brillouin light scattering and analysed based on a macroscopic 
theory. Results suggest that there is substantial inter-stripe coupling across the 
Co-Py interface.  
 
 
3.4  Interfacial Magnetization Dynamics of the Bi-
component Magnonic Crystal 
 
In previous sections 3.2 and 3.3, the SW dispersions in both the FM and AFM 
states, of a bi-component MC, were mapped by Brillouin light scattering and 
analyzed using the Hoffmann BCs. Results revealed a substantial coupling 
across the interfaces of adjacent stripes. In this section, I investigate the 
interfacial magnetization dynamics of the MC in terms of the effective pinning 




3.4.1 The generalized Guslienko-Slavin boundary conditions 
There is an extensive literature on the appropriate forms of phenomenological 
BCs to be employed with macroscopic dipole-exchange SW methods (see, 
e.g., the review by Barnas [102]). Typically they are formulated from a torque 
balance condition, leading to the so-called Rado-Weertmann exchange BCs at 
a surface [104] or the Hoffmann BCs at an interface mentioned in the last 
section. Subsequently, Guslienko and Slavin [105] discussed how it is 
important to modify the Rado-Weertmann BCs at the lateral edges of 
ferromagnetic stripes. They emphasized the role of the “effective pinning” at 
the lateral edges of ferromagnetic stripes, which takes into account the effects 
of the dynamic dipolar field and exchange field. This assumption of effective 
pinning in individual stripes was later re-examined by Nguyen et al. [106] and 
found to be justified. For the Co-Py interfaces in the present study, it is 
similarly expected that an analogous effective pinning might occur at the Co-
Py interfaces. For these interfaces the inter-stripe exchange and dipolar 
couplings are also expected to contribute to the effective pinning, leading to a 
more complex situation.  This possibility is explored in this section. 
 
I introduce the following effective-pinning BCs which may be regarded as a 
phenomenological generalization of the Guslienko-Slavin form as used at the 
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Here n1 and n2 represent the outward normals of the Py and Co stripes at the 
Py-Co interface as indicated in Fig. 2.4, and a (= 500 nm) is the lattice 
constant of the MC. The effective pinning parameter p, regarded here as a 
parameter of interface rather than of the individual materials, takes into 
account phenomenologically the factors already discussed that contribute to 
the magnetization dynamics at the Co-Py interface. It should be noted that Eq. 
(3.6) represents just one possible phenomenological generalization of Ref. 105 
to the interface case. Other forms could be considered, e.g., with extra 
coupling terms or involving more than one p parameter. The simple form 
adopted above will have its justification indirectly in terms of ability to 
account for the experimental data. The linearized Landau-Lifshitz equations 
and magnetostatic Maxwell’s equation are numerically solved with the 
generalized Guslienko-Slavin BCs applied at the Co-Py interfaces.  
 
3.4.2 Results and discussion 
The least-squares fittings of Eq. (3.6) to the experimental data yields p = 445 
for the FM state and p = 115 for the AFM state. One notes that, since the 
factors giving rise to the effective pinning are presumably different in the two 
states, there is no a priori reason for the p values to be the same. Figure 3.5 
reveals that calculated dispersions based on these values reproduce well the 
measured Brillouin data. The agreement is found to be better compared to the 
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previous approach based on the Hoffmann BCs. This is illustrated in Table 3.1 
which compares the residuals (= 
2
theory exptf f ) based on calculations in 
Section 3.3 and in this section.  
 
TABLE 3.1: Calculated residuals for both the FM and AFM cases based on 
calculations in Section 3.3 and this section. 
 
 Calculations in 
Section 3.3 
Calculations in this 
section 
FM case 4.6 2.9 
AFM case 13.3 7.5 
 
 
For a physical illustration of the obtained values of p, numerically generated 
mode profiles for the lowest-frequency SW modes are presented in Fig. 3.6. 
Since dynamical magnetizations for these modes are uniform along the 




 FIG. 3.5 Calculated dispersion curves (solid lines) of the Py/Co magnonic 
crystal in (a) the FM state with p = 445 and (b) the AFM state with p = 115, 
based on the generalized Guslienko-Slavin boundary conditions. Comparisons 
with experimental Brillouin data (symbols) are also shown. The calculated 
bandgaps are shown as shaded bands, and the Brillouin zone boundaries 
(wavevector q = nπ/a, lattice constant a = 500 nm) as dashed lines. 
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 FIG. 3.6 mx profiles for the four lowest-frequency SW modes over one unit 
cell of the magnonic crystal in its FM and AFM states. (A1) to (A4) presents 
profiles for modes in FM state (in ascending order from top), while (B1) to 
(B4) presents those for the modes in AFM state (in ascending order from top). 
Solid curves denote profiles calculated at wavevector q = 0, while dashed 





Figures 3.6(A1) - (A4) illustrate that the dynamical magnetizations for lowest-
frequency SW modes in the FM state exhibit resonant (sinusoidal) waveforms 
over the Py region, whereas magnetizations over the Co stripes are forced and 
driven. This is consistent with the discussions in Chapter 2. On the other hand, 
profiles for the SW modes in the AFM state of such bi-component MCs (see 
Figs. 3.6(B1) - (B4)) are presented for the first time. The feature described 
above for the FM state can generally be observed for modes in the AFM state. 
The dynamical magnetizations over the Co region for modes in the AFM state 
are observably larger than those for the corresponding modes in the FM state. 
Profiles of modes in both FM and AFM states reveal that the dynamical 
magnetizations are considerably but not totally pinned at the Co-Py interfaces. 
This behaviour in SW modes can also be observed based on calculations in 
Section 3.3.  
 
I next investigate what contributes to the considerable effective pinning at the 
Co-Py interfaces. By rescaling Eq. (3.6) I am able to contrast my fitted values 
of p with the pinning parameter defined as d in Eq. (5) of Guslienko and 
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where w and L are the width and thickness of an individual stripe, K  is a 
normalized surface anisotropy in units of length, and Le = (8πA/µ0MS2)1/2. 
Based on Eq. (3.7), values of the dimensionless d, which takes into account 
the effects of surface anisotropy and inhomogeneous dipolar field for an 
isolated stripe, are calculated for the component Co and Py stripes. Since the 
absolute value |K| = 1 nm corresponds to a relatively strong surface anisotropy 
[105], I carry out calculations for K = 0, 1 and -1 nm. Results are listed in 
Table 3.2.  
 
TABLE 3.2: Calculated effective pining parameter d of isolated Py and Co 




K     (nm) 
Isolated Py stripe 
d 
Isolated Co stripe 
d 
-1 10.7 8.3 
0 10.4 8.1 
1 10.0 7.8 
 
 
It can be seen that the calculated values of d, for isolated 300 nm-wide Py 
stripes and 200 nm-wide Co stripes, are similar. These values are close to 10, 
which is significantly smaller than the fitted values of p. Since the calculated 
values of d, for isolated Py and Co stripes, are significantly smaller than the 
fitted values of p. This suggests that the relatively large effective pinning at 
the Co-Py interface must be attributed to factors other than the intra-stripe 





coupling, reported in the previous section, could have a significant 
contribution to it.  
 
Overall, the interfacial magnetization dynamics of the Py/Co MC in both its 
FM and AFM states are investigated using the generalized Guslienko-Slavin 
BCs. Good agreement is achieved between theoretical calculations and 
experimental data. Generated dynamical magnetization profiles reveal the 
existence of considerable effective pinning at the interfaces. The obtained 
pinning parameters have values significantly larger than the values calculated 
at the lateral edges of individual stripes, suggesting that the substantial inter-
stripe coupling, found in Section 3.3, could contribute significantly to the 
effective spin pinning at the interfaces. These findings provide information on 
the interfacial magnetization dynamics of the bi-component MCs, which 
would be of use in their potential applications. 
 
 
3.5 Intrinsic Frequency Thresholds for the Permalloy/Cobalt 
Magnonic Crystal in its Ferromangetic and Antiferromagnetic 
States 
 
In this section, a theoretical study is made for the lowest-frequency SWs in 
both the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states of the Py/Co MC. In 
particular, the concept of the intrinsic frequency threshold, developed in 
Chapter 2 to study such MCs in the FM state, is extended here to study SWs of 
the crystal in its AFM state. For the numerical calculations, the generalized 
Guslienko-Slavin BCs is employed at the Co-Py interfaces for its excellent 
agreement with experiment. 
 
3.5.1 Concept of intrinsic frequency thresholds 
In Chapter 2, where the Py/Co magnonic arrays in the FM state was studied, it 
was found that each MC is associated with an intrinsic frequency threshold 
given by the frequency of the lowest SW excitation in an isolated Co stripe 
having the same dimension as its component Co stripes. Modes with 
frequencies below the threshold are characterized by resonant precessions 
across the Py stripes and forced motions of magnetizations within the Co 
stripes, while resonant waveforms can exist in the Co region only for the 
higher-frequency modes. It is interesting to see if this concept can be extended 
to analyze the SW modes for the Co-Py MC in its AFM state. Figure 3.7 
shows the schematics of the proposed (imaginary) reference isolated Co 
stripes for both the FM and AFM cases. For the AFM state one should expect 
the static magnetizations of the reference Co stripe to be antiparallel to H, in 
contrast to the FM case where static magnetizations in the reference stripe are 





FIG. 3.7 Schematics of the reference isolated cobalt stripes for the MC in its 
FM and AFM states. 
3.5.2 Results and discussions 
Figure 3.8 shows the calculated dispersions for the lowest-frequency SW 
modes propagating along the x direction of the MC in its FM and AFM states. 
From the FM band structure (see Fig. 3.8(a)), frequency threshold is calculated 
to be 17.9 GHz, which falls within the 17.6 – 17.9 GHz range of the dispersion 
of the seventh lowest-frequency mode of the MC. For the AFM case (see Fig. 
3.8(b)), the frequency of the lowest SW excitation for the proposed Co stripe 
is 14.5 GHz which lies above the frequency ranges of the four lowest-
frequency MC modes, and below that of the fifth lowest mode. With this 
information about the proposed frequency thresholds, I next investigate the 
SW mode profiles. 
 
 
FIG. 3.8 Calculated dispersion curves for the seven lowest-frequency SW 
modes for the Co-Py magnonic crystal in its (a) FM and (b) AFM states. In 
each of the dispersion curves, the horizontal dashed line denotes the frequency 








Owing to the magnetostatic (dipolar-dominated) character of the lowest-
frequency SW modes in such bi-component MCs as discussed in Chapter 2, I 
mainly consider dipolar interactions in the following discussions. For the 
planar geometry of the MC, the magnetic field strengths (at any position x) in 
the MC generated by the in-plane component mx (at origin) are significantly 
larger in magnitude (~|2mx/x3|) than those generated by the out-of-plane 
component my (~|my/x3|). This results in a dominant in-plane dynamical dipolar 
coupling for the lowest modes. Consequently, the mx profiles for the lowest 
SW modes for the MC in its FM and AFM states are similar as illustrated in 
Fig. 3.6. However, the larger amplitudes over the Co regions for these modes 
in the AFM state were not previously explained. On the other hand, the recent 
study by Ding et al. [79] of laterally patterned periodic Py stripe arrays 
separated by air gaps, using fitting from the different experimental data of the 
fundamental mode for the MC in FM and AFM ground states, revealed 
significantly different extracted values for the out-of-plane effective 
demagnetizing factors, and hence effects of out-of-plane dynamic dipolar 
coupling. By contrast, in this study I investigate the SW modes of the MC in 
both its FM and AFM states including their out-of-plane my distributions.  
 
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show plots of the m distributions and b field lines for the 
seven lowest modes in the FM and AFM states, at the time in the period when 
m points out-of-plane. Since m distributions are quasi-uniform across the 
thickness of the MC, they are plotted over a unit crystal cell along the x 
direction only. The modes are labelled in ascending order such that Mode 1 
has the lowest frequencies. Modes 1 to 6 for the FM state and Modes 1 to 4 for 
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the AFM state are the ones whose frequencies lie below the calculated 
thresholds mentioned earlier. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 reveal apparent quasi-
sinusoidal profiles in my over the Py regions for these modes, with an increase 
in the number of nodes with mode number. This suggests resonant 
magnetization precessions in the Py stripes. First, I shall give a qualitative 
explanation for the significantly larger amplitudes over the Co regions for 






 FIG. 3.9 m profiles and b field line distributions at q = 0 and π/a for the seven 
lowest-frequency SW modes over a unit cell of the Co-Py MC in its FM state. 
Modes are labelled in an ascending order from top, with Mode 1 (Mode 7) 
having the lowest (highest) frequencies. In each graph, the centered Py stripe 
is in contact with its adjacent Co stripes. Arrows represent m vectors while 
curves represent b field lines. The number displayed at the left-hand side of 
each mode profile represents its corresponding calculated frequency. 
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 FIG. 3.10 m profiles and b field line distributions at q = 0 and π/a for the 
seven lowest-frequency SW modes over a unit cell of the Co-Py MC in its 
AFM state. Modes are labelled in an ascending order from top, with Mode 1 
(Mode 7) having the lowest (highest) frequencies. In each graph, the centered 
Py stripe is in contact with its adjacent Co stripes. Arrows represent m vectors 
while curves represent b field lines. The number displayed at the left-hand side 
of each mode profile represents its corresponding calculated frequency. 
 
 
The mx distributions for these modes in Fig. 3.6 show that mx in the half Co 
stripes next to the Co-Py interfaces follow the same sign as the mx in its 
adjacent Py regions, revealing a strong in-plane coupling of dynamical 






Co stripes next to the Co-Py interfaces have same (opposite) signs as those in 
their adjacent Py regions for the FM (AFM) case. This is due to the fact that 
the sense of precession of magnetization in the Co stripe for the AFM case, 
where the static magnetization is antiparallel to H, is opposite to that for the 
FM case, where the static magnetization in the same Co stripe is parallel to H 
[73]*. From the magnetostatic Maxwell’s equation [Eq. (2.3b)], the property 
of the b field lines to close in loops (illustrated in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10) has 
consequences for the out-of-plane dipolar couplings between the Py and Co 
stripes. For the FM state (see Fig. 3.9), the same sign of my in the adjacent Co 
and Py regions results in opposing dynamic dipolar fields generated from the 
two regions, and hence a smaller resultant dipolar field in these regions. In 
contrast, for the AFM case, the dipolar fields generated from m in adjacent Co 
and Py regions are in the same direction, resulting in a larger resultant dipolar 
field. Consequently, the overall magnitudes of m in Co regions are larger for 
the AFM case than those for the FM case. Explicitly, the magnitudes of m in 
Co regions for modes in the AFM states are larger since the sense of natural 
precessions in these regions are ‘compatible’ with the dipolar field generated 
by the resonant precessions in the Py regions. 
 
Figure 3.9 reveals that, for Modes 1 to 6 in the FM states, m in the Co region 
very near to the Co-Py interfaces, which is subjected to the strongest dipolar 
field from resonant precessions in adjacent Py regions, diminishes in 
magnitude or points in the opposite direction from m in the interior regions of 
 
* This is evidenced in the calculations where the spin wave modes for the MC in the FM state 
are characterized by magnetization precessions in the clockwise sense. On the other hand, 
those for the MC in the AFM state are characterized by precessions in the clockwise (anti-
clockwise) sense in the Py (Co) regions. 
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Co stripes. In other words, m in the Co region near Co-Py interfaces precesses 
oppositely to its natural sense of precession, as the dipolar field generated by 
adjacent resonant Py stripes dominates over its natural precession. This 
observation suggests that, for these modes, magnetizations in the Co stripes 
are forced and driven by the resonant precessions in the Py stripes. This 
behaviour is also reflected in the mx profiles for these modes, where the 
dominant in-plane coupling dictates that the mx in the half Co stripes next to 
the Co-Py interfaces always follow the same sign as the mx in its adjacent Py 
regions. As the mode number increases, the increasing number of nodes in the 
Py stripes results in weaker dipolar fields by the resonant precession and hence 
overall smaller magnitudes of m in the forced Co regions. Figure 3.9 illustrates 
that m over the Co region generally decreases in magnitude from Mode 1 to 
Mode 6. Conversely, m over the Co region for Mode 7 (at q = 0) is 
significantly larger in magnitude than those of Mode 6. Its quasi-sinusoidal 
profile with significantly larger amplitude over the Co stripe suggests resonant 
precession in this region. This is consistent with the fact that the calculated 
threshold falls within the dispersion for Mode 7. 
 
For Modes 1 to 4 in the AFM state (see Fig. 3.10), the magnitudes of m in Co 
stripes decrease from regions near the Co-Py interfaces (where the driving 
dipolar field is stronger) towards the interior of Co stripes (where the driving 
field is weaker). This reveals that magnetizations over the Co regions are 
forced by resonant precessions in the Py regions. By similar reasoning as 
discussed for the FM case, the magnitudes of m in the Co regions generally 
decrease from Mode 1 to Mode 4, as illustrated in Fig. 3.10. In contrast, it is 
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interesting to note that magnitudes of m over the Co stripes increases from 
regions near the Co-Py interfaces towards the stripe interior for Mode 5 (at q = 
0). I interpret the mode profile over the Co stripe as quasi-sinusoidal, which 
suggests the presence of resonant precession in this region. For Modes 6 and 
7, more obvious sinusoidal profiles over Co stripes with larger magnitudes are 
observed. Hence, observations from the generated profiles for the modes in the 
AFM ordered MC are consistent with the calculated value of frequency 
threshold, which lies above the frequency ranges of Modes 1 to 4 and below 
those of Modes 5 to 7. 
 
Overall, observations from generated profiles for modes of the MC in FM and 
AFM states are consistent with my proposed frequency thresholds.  
 
In summary, I have investigated theoretically the nature of lowest-frequency 
SW modes of a bi-component MC in its FM and AFM states. The concept of 
the intrinsic frequency threshold developed for such MCs in the FM state, is 
extended to study SW modes of the crystal in its AFM state. Observations 
from generated mode profiles for the crystal in its FM and AFM states are 
consistent with the proposed frequency thresholds. In addition, differences in 
the mode profiles for the lowest modes in FM and AFM situations are 
discussed. In particular, analysis reveals that, for these modes, the sense of 
natural precessions in Co stripes matches well with the dipolar field generated 
by the resonant Py stripes in the AFM state of the MC, resulting in larger 
magnitudes of dynamical magnetizations in Co regions over those for the 
ferromagnetic state. The larger amplitudes over the Co regions suggest more 
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efficient spin wave propagation and, hence, an advantage of using the MC in 
its AFM state. Overall, the results offer useful insight into the nature of the 
SW modes in the MC in its FM and AFM states, which would be of use in 





The bi-component MC comprising alternating, contacting Py and Co 
nanostripes, exhibits two stable ground-state configurations due to its two-step 
switching corresponding to the magnetization reversals of Py stripes at a low 
field and Co stripes at a high field. The FM (AFM) state is associated with the 
parallel (antiparallel) alignment of static magnetizations in neighbouring Py 
and Co stripes. The SWs in the FM and AFM states of the MC are investigated 
theoretically and experimentally.  
 
The Brillouin light scattering technique was first employed to map the 
dispersion curves of the SWs, in both the FM and AFM states of the MC. The 
numerical method described in Chapter 2 is modified to analyze the measured 
SW dispersions. In the first approach, at the Co-Py interfaces, I employ the 
Hoffmann BCs, which model the magnetic couplings across the interfaces to 
be of the exchange type. Reasonable agreement between theory and 
experiment is obtained. In addition, theoretical analysis reveals a substantial 




I next investigate the magnetization dynamics at the interfaces of adjacent 
stripes. For this purpose, Guslienko-Slavin type BCs are employed to probe 
the interfacial magnetization dynamics of the MC in terms of the effective 
pinning at the Co-Py interfaces. This theoretical approach better reproduce the 
experimental data compared to the previous approach using the Hoffmann 
BCs. Generated dynamical magnetization profiles reveal the existence of 
considerable effective dynamic pinning at the interfaces. The obtained pinning 
parameters have values significantly larger than the values calculated at the 
lateral edges of individual stripes, suggesting that the substantial inter-stripe 
coupling, found in the earlier approach using Hoffmann BCs, could have a 
significant contribution to the effective spin pinning at the interfaces. 
 
After studying the SW dispersions and interfacial magnetization dynamics of 
the MC, I investigate the nature of lowest-frequency SW modes of the MC in 
its FM and AFM states. In particular, the concept of the intrinsic frequency 
threshold, developed in Chapter 2 to study such MCs in their FM state, is 
extended here to study SW modes of the crystal in its AFM state. Observations 
from generated mode profiles for the crystal in its FM and AFM states are 
consistent with my proposed frequency thresholds. In addition, differences in 
the mode profiles for the lowest modes in FM and AFM situations are 
discussed. Overall, the results offer useful insight into the nature of the SW 
modes in the MC in its FM and AFM states, which would be of use in devices 








Spin Wave Localization in a Triangular Nanomagnet 
 
  
4.1    Introduction 
 
The dynamic magnetic properties of nanomagnets have attracted considerable 
interest in recent years because of their interesting fundamental science and 
their potential applications in magnetic storage and sensor technology. In 
particular, SW modes, the fundamental dynamic eigenmodes of a magnetic 
particle, provide vital information on its temporal response to pulses of 
magnetic field or microwave radiation, which is important for its functionality 
in various magnetic storage and sensing devices. The dynamic magnetic 
properties of laterally patterned nanomagnets of various shapes such as 
rectangular stripes, rectangular dots and circular dots, have been investigated 
[20 - 31]. Triangular nanomagnets, due to their lower shape symmetry relative 
to circular or rectangular ones, display magnetic properties which are of 
particular interest to technology and fundamental science. For example, the 
vortex state of triangular nanomagnets can be better imaged than those of 
higher symmetry shapes like circles [107, 108], which could permit better 
signal codification in magnetic storage devices based on these structures. The 
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lower shape symmetry of a triangular nanomagnet also gives rise to interesting 
spin dynamics (study of SWs), which will be elaborated on below.  
 
The internal magnetic field and magnetization, of an ellipsoidal magnetic 
particle in a high external magnetic field, are homogeneous. Hence, its SW 
modes can be considered as standing waves confined within the particle [87]. 
In other magnetic structures such as rectangular and circular dots [25 – 30], 
subjected to a high in-plane magnetic field, the internal fields are 
inhomogeneous near the element edges perpendicular to the applied field. This 
inhomogeneity in internal fields near the edges acts as a further source of 
confinement and results in localized edge modes. However, most SW modes 
in these structures can still be understood within the standard standing-wave 
picture, allowing the modes to be labelled by different quantum numbers 
associated with their fixed quantized wavevectors or, equivalently, the number 
of nodal lines in their mode profiles [25 – 30]. 
 
In comparison with rectangular and circular magnets, the shape of triangular 
magnets departs even more from that of an ellipsoid. Thus, the effect of shape 
anisotropy on SW localization is expected to be relatively more pronounced in 
a triangular magnet. Information on the spin dynamics of triangular 
nanomagnets is scarce [88]. In a recent theoretical study, Montoncello et al. 
[88] found that, when the in-plane external field is applied perpendicular to 
one edge of a triangular nanomagnet, the generated SW modes can be grouped 
into different categories based on their mode profiles, with modes in each 
category having the same character (i.e. number of nodal lines in the direction 
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of the applied field) but different spatial localization. Thus, within each 
category, modes were labelled according to their various localization regions. 
This phenomenon was qualitatively attributed to the inhomogeneous internal 
magnetic field. To provide further insight into this phenomenon, the influence 
of the triangular geometry and the internal magnetic field on the localization 
of SWs in a triangular nanomagnet are investigated in this chapter.  
 
In this research, Brillouin measurements were carried out on an array of 20 
nm–thick Ni80Fe20 equilateral triangles with an edge length of 190 nm. The 
sample was provided by Associate Prof. Adekunle Adeyeye of the Department 
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore. 
Brillouin measurements were performed by Dr. Wang Zhikui of the 
Department of Physics, National University of Singapore. Section 4.2 presents 
the necessary experimental information including sample fabrication and the 
Brillouin measurements. Section 4.3 gives a brief account for the numerical 
method employed in this study to calculate SW modes in a triangular 
nanomagnet. In section 4.4, the Brillouin data are interpreted by numerical 
computations to identify the observed SW modes. An approximate analytic 
approach is then introduced to calculate the spatial localization as well as 
spatial variation of SW character for these modes. Generated mode profiles 
based on the analytic approach are compared with those obtained from 






4.2 Experimental Details 
 
4.2.1 Sample fabrication 
The low-density two-dimensional array of triangular nanomangets was 
prepared in the following way. The triangular nanostructures were fabricated 
on oxidized Si(001) substrates. The desired patterns were drawn by high–
resolution electron beam lithography on a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) 
resist. This was followed by the development in a solution of isobutyl methyl 
ketone/isopropyl alcohol in a 1:3 ratio.  20nm–thick Ni80Fe20 films were then 
deposited, followed by a lift–off in acetone. A scanning electron micrograph 
of the resulting periodic two-dimensional array of equilateral triangular 
nanomagnets, shown in Fig. 4.1, reveals that the well–defined nanotriangles 
have uniform sizes and inter–element spacing across the whole patterned area. 
The edge length of each triangular nanomagnet is 190 nm while the edge–to–
edge inter–element spacing is 400 nm. As the inter–element separation is over 
two times the lateral dimension of each element, magnetic interactions 
between elements in the array are negligible [109].  
 
 FIG. 4.1 SEM image of a 2–D array of Ni80Fe20 equilateral nanotriangles of 
190 nm edge length. Inset: schematics of a triangular element and the 
coordinate system used. 
 
4.2.2 Brillouin measurements 
Brillouin measurements were performed in a 180–backscattering geometry 
using a (3+3)–pass tandem Fabry–Perot interferometer equipped with a 
silicon avalanche diode detector, and 40 mW of the 514.5 nm radiation of 
argon–ion laser for excitation. Experiments were performed in the DE 
scattering geometry, with the incident laser light parallel to the x–z plane (see 
Fig. 4.1) and at an incident angle θB = 60. Magnetic–field dependence 
measurements were carried out under various fields H (ranging from H = 0.2 
to 0.5 T) applied in the y direction, with an average data acquisition duration 
of 40 hours. The recorded spectra, shown in Fig. 4.2, reveal that each 
spectrum contains five Brillouin peaks whose frequencies are very sensitive 
to variations in the magnetic field. The spectral peaks, which are attributed to 




FIG. 4.2 Brillouin spectra of an array of Ni80Fe20 nanotriangles recorded 
under various applied magnetic fields. Experimental data are denoted by dots. 
Each spectrum is fitted with Lorentzian functions (dotted curves) and a 
baseline (dashed curve), while the resultant fitted spectrum is shown as a 






4.3 Numerical Calculations 
 
In my numerical analysis, SW modes in a triangular nanomagnet are 
calculated, based on the recently developed method by Grimsditch et. al. 
[110], to interpret the Brillouin data. A commonly used alternative numerical 
method [30, 31] involves exciting SW modes in various nanostructures by 
applying perturbing pulse fields on these structures at their static ground 
states before performing Fourier analysis on the subsequent time evolution of 
their magnetization, which can be calculated by a simulation package [111]. 
However, the need for the perturbing field inevitably introduces arbitrariness 
and bias into the method. It was reported that the modes excited based on this 
method depend on the spatial character of the perturbing field [32]. On the 
other hand, Grimsditch’s method has an advantage that it calculates all the 
SW modes of magnetic structures based on information of their static ground 
states [110]. 
 
The method by Grimsditch et. al. involves the discretization of the planar 
triangular structure into N rectangular parallelepipeds, with a square base of 
size  and height .  needs to be smaller or at least comparable with the 
characteristic exchange length lex of the material so that magnetization within 
each rectangular parallelepiped cell can be taken to be uniform [112].  takes 
the value of the thickness of the planar structure, since for lowest-frequency 
modes in the planar structure, SW excitations are uniform along the thickness 





Within each cell, the magnetization at ground state configuration is 
represented by a unit vector = [sinθncosˆ nm n , sinθnsin n , cosθn], where θn 
and n  are the polar angles that define the orientation of magnetization in the 
nth cell as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 
 
 
FIG. 4.3 Spherical coordinates that define the unit magnetization vector  in 




The energy density E of the patterned magnet can then be written as a sum of 










   jH m       (4.1) 
 
where H is the constant external field shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1. The 










   m m ,     (4.2) 
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where the second summation extends over the nearest neighbours of cell j. 
The dipolar energy is written as a sum of the interactions between the 













  ˆ jk jm m     (4.3) 
 
where the demagnetizing tensor ( , )N k j
   is evaluated by considering the 
interactions of the magnetic surface charges of each parallelepiped cell, 
produced by the uniform magnetization within the cell. Explicit expressions 
for  are given in Ref. 113.  N

 
The problem of calculating SW modes in the magnetic structure then turns 
into an eigenvalue problem  
 
,B v = v        (4.4) 
 
where v = (δ 1 , δθ1, ..., δ N , δθN), δθj and δ j  are the small angles that define 
the deviations of the magnetization in each cell with respect to the ground 
state configuration. λ = iMS2πf/γ, where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the 
material and f the frequency of the SW mode. B is a 2N×2N matrix with its 
elements given by 
 










B      
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B        (4.5) 
 
for k, j = 1, ..., N. The numerator in each term denotes the second derivatives 






EE   
            (4.6) 
 
Based on information for magnetization ( ) at ground state calculated using 
a simulation package [111], Eq. (4.4) is next formulated and then solved by 
standard computational routines. For each SW mode, profiles for the 
dynamical magnetization can be obtained from the calculated eigenvectors in 
Eq. (4.4). Prior to the present calculation, I first reproduced the reported SW 




For the present calculation, the equilateral triangular dot (edge length = 190 
nm, height = 164 nm and thickness = 20 nm) is partitioned into a large 
number (3907) of rectangular parallelepiped cells with a square base of side 
 = 2 nm and a height  = 20 nm. Magnetic parameters used in the 







4.4 Results and Discussions 
 
Figure 4.4(a) compares the magnetic field dependence of the frequencies of 
the five observed peaks with that for the eight numerically calculated lowest-
energy SW modes having large values of the Brillouin cross-sections, 










q e dxdy 
        
   (4.7) 
 
where 0   is the dielectric constant for Ni80Fe20 [114], θB (= 60) is the 
incident angle of laser in Brillouin measurements, and q = 4πsinθB/(514.5nm) 
= 2.12×107 m-1.  
 
As can be seen from Fig. 4.4(a), the relative positions of the frequencies of 
the observed peaks and calculated modes do not change significantly over the 
range of fields investigated. Figure 4.4(b) shows the calculated spectrum at H 
= 0.4 T. The resultant spectrum (blue solid curve) is the sum of eight 
Lorentzian functions (red dash-dotted curves) corresponding to the SW 
modes labelled in Fig. 4.4(a). Each Lorentzian function has a full width at 
half maximum of 0.8 GHz, comparable to the experimental results. As can be 
seen, the general features of the calculated spectrum and the measured 
Brillouin spectrum at H = 0.4 T (Fig. 4.2) are similar. In particular, the 





the five observed peaks. Fig. 4.4(b) reveals the composite nature of the two 
highest-frequency measured peaks, as they correspond to multiple modes 
with small frequency separations. The highest-frequency measured peak is 
attributed to modes 6, 7 and 8 while the second highest-frequency one to 
modes 4 and 5. On the other hand, the three lowest-frequency measured peaks 
are well resolved, with each assigned to a single SW mode. The lowest, 
second lowest and third lowest-frequency observed peaks are assigned to 
modes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Modes 1 and 2 are found to be localized in the 
narrow region adjacent to the base edge perpendicular to the direction of H 
(details to be discussed below). While numerical calculations reproduce well 
the trend in the relative positions of frequencies for these two modes, Fig. 
4.4(a) shows that their predicted frequencies are consistently lower than their 
corresponding measured ones. This is not surprising since frequencies of such 
edge modes are strongly influenced by the geometric properties of the 
nanomagnet near its base edge. Factors affecting the frequencies of edge 
modes in nanomagnets have been investigated in previous studies [115 – 
117]. In particular, Kruglyak et al. [115] found that deviations in shape (e.g. 
rough base edge) from the ideal case result in an increase in SW frequency. 
This is consistent with present findings where the numerically calculated 
frequencies of the two edge modes are lower than their measured frequencies. 
Thus, the measured Brillouin peaks are attributed to the eight lowest-energy 
SW modes with large Brillouin cross-sections. 
 
 FIG. 4.4 (a) Magnetic field dependence of frequencies of SWs in a triangular 
nanomagnet. Measured data are denoted by square dots while the numerically 
calculated ones by solid lines; (b) The calculated spectrum at H = 0.4 T. The 
dash-dotted curves denote the contributions from the individual modes 
labelled according to the legend of Fig. 4 (a). The solid curve denotes the 
resultant spectrum.  
 
 
Having identified the SW modes responsible for the Brillouin spectra, their 
mode profiles shall be discussed. First, a general description of the lowest-





modes can be conveniently grouped into four categories: (i) edge modes, 
labelled as n-EM, which are localized near the base edge perpendicular to the 
applied field (n specifies the number of nodal lines parallel to the applied 
field i.e. along the y direction), (ii) backward-like (BA) modes, which are 
modes with no nodal lines along the y direction, (iii) Damon-Eshbach-like (n-
DE) modes, which are modes with n nodal lines along the y direction, (iv) 
hybrid modes, which are modes having different characters i.e. different 
numbers of nodal lines along the y direction at different positions within the 
nanomagnet. Figure 4.5 presents the generated mode profiles at H = 0.4 T for 
the eight lowest-energy SW modes discussed above. Their names are 











 FIG. 4.5 Spatial profiles of the dynamical magnetizations at H = 0.4 T, of the 
eight lowest-frequency SW modes with large Brillouin cross-sections in the 
equilateral triangular nanomagnet. (a) 0-EM, (b) 1-EM, (c) BA-a, (d) BA-b, 
(e) 1-DE-a, (f) BA+2-DE-a, (g) BA+2-DE-b, (h) 1-DE-b. The values in GHz 
are the numerically calculated frequencies of the respective modes. For (c) – 
(h), the mode profiles generated based on the numerical and analytic 
calculations are shown on the left and right columns respectively. 
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Figures 4.5(a) and (b) show the respective profiles of the two lowest-
frequency edge modes, viz. 0-EM and 1-EM. Modes presented in the left 
column of Figs. 4.5(c) and (d), which have no nodal lines along the y 
direction, are classified as backward-like modes and are labelled as BA-a and 
BA-b respectively. Similarly, modes shown in the left column of Figs. 4.5(e) 
and (h), with one nodal line along the y direction, are 1-DE modes and are 
labelled 1-DE-a and 1-DE-b respectively. The left column of Figs. 4.5(f) and 
(g) shows hybrid modes having BA mode character in the upper region (y > 
50 nm) of the magnet, while their character gradually changes along the 
negative y direction to that of a 2-DE mode in the lower region of the magnet. 
I label these two modes as BA+2-DE-a and BA+2-DE-b, respectively.  
 
4.4.1 Spin wave localization 
To obtain insight into how the inhomogeneous internal field and triangular 
geometry give rise to SW localization and the spatial variation of SW 
character in the nanomagnet, I carry out an approximate analytic study based 
on the spin wave well model [23, 24, 118, 119]. Within the framework of this 
model, a propagating spin wave in a region of inhomogeneous internal field 
  (along the y direction) in the nanomagnet changes its wavevector q   to 
fulfill the equation 
intH
 




where fsw is the frequency of the wave, f the spin wave dispersion relation, and 
r the position vector. Both  and  are functions of r. The constraint 
imposed by Eq. (4.8) gives rise to allowed and forbidden regions of spin wave 
propagation within the nanomagnet. Trapping of spin waves in the allowed 
regions, the so-called spin wave wells, thus results in localized SW modes. For 
the nanopatterned thin film of permalloy, f is approximated by the Kalinikos-
Slavin dispersion relation [95]  
int ( )H r ( )q r
 













,  (4.9)        
 
where  , ,x y zq q qq
 , ,0x yq q
 is the wavevector (in units of m-1) of the spin wave, 
 the in-plane wave vector, and L the thickness of the triangular 
nanomagnet. Hint is in units of A/m. 
q
 || ,F Lq  is given by  
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 (4.10)  
 
where     LqeLqP Lq |||| /11 || , || ||q = q . For the lowest-energy SWs, qz = 0. 
Thus, spin wave excitations are uniform along the z direction of the 
nanomagnet [119]. This effectively reduces the problem to a two-dimensional 





reduced to a one-dimensional one when the external field H is applied along 
the y direction.   
 
4.4.1.1 One-dimensional problem 
Figure 4.6(a) shows the numerically generated internal magnetic field within 
the triangular magnet at H = 0.4 T. The internal field is quasi-uniform along 
the x direction and only varies as a function of y, i.e. Hint = Hint(y). Figure 
4.6(b) shows the corresponding ground state magnetization configuration. It 
can be seen that most of the nanomagnet is quasi-uniformly magnetized along 
the y-direction. In the analytic treatment, the ground state magnetization is 
assumed to be uniform and points in the y direction throughout the 





 FIG. 4.6 (a) The internal magnetic field distribution of the triangular 
nanomagnet in a field H = 0.4 T applied in the y direction. The colour bar 
indicates internal field values in units of mT. (b) The ground state 
magnetization configuration of the triangular nanomagnet in a field H = 0.4 T 
applied in the y direction. The directions of the magnetizations in the x-y plane 
are denoted by arrows while the z-components are represented by colour 
scales, with darkest blue (red) denoting the maximum value of the dynamical 
magnetization in the positive (negative) z direction. 
 
 
From Fig. 4.5, each low-energy SW mode displays a distinct character 
(number of nodal lines along the y direction) which allows me to assign an 
approximate expression for qx to it. For example, the profiles for 1-DE-a and 
1-DE-b (modes shown in Fig. 4.5) reveal that the dynamical magnetizations at 
the two lateral sides (sides not parallel to the x axis) of the triangular magnet 
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are unpinned. Thus, at each position (x, y) within the magnet, the x-component 
of the SW wavevector for the 1-DE modes can be approximated by qx (y) = 
π/w, where w is the lateral width at position y given by  2 /w h y  3 , and 
h (= 164 nm) is the height of the triangular magnet. Table 4.1 shows the 
characteristic x-quantization and the deduced approximate expressions of qx 
for various modes.  
 
TABLE 4.1: Pictorial representations of the characteristic x-quantization and 
the deduced expressions of qx for different SW modes based on their mode 
profiles. The solid (red) curve represents the distribution in dynamical 
magnetization across a certain horizontal line (indicated by a dashed line) in 
each case. 
 






















Note that in each case, qx can be expressed in terms of y only. As Hint and qx 
are functions of y only, the problem is effectively a one-dimensional one. 
Thus, Eq. (4.8) can be reduced to   
 




According to the Spin Wave Well model, a SW mode is localized in an 
effective well bounded above by the line y = y” (above which no real qy can 
satisfy the dispersion equation), and below by the line y = y’ (below which 
). I estimate the localization regions for the modes discussed above 
except for 0-EM and 1-EM (Fig. 4.5(a) and (b)). These two edge modes are 
localized near the base edge, having largest amplitude over the region where 




4.4.1.2 Constructing mode profiles 
For each analyzed mode, Eq. (4.11) is solved for different y values and qy is 
thus obtained as a function of y. In addition, the values of the boundaries y’ 
and y” are also obtained. With these information, mode profiles are 
reconstructed. Due to the quasi-uniform Hint along the x direction and the 
assumption of uniform static magnetization throughout the nanomagnet, I 
draw analogy with the case of rectangular magnets [27] and assume a 
factorization of dynamical magnetization mˆ  
 
       ˆ , ,y xm x y q y q x    , .    (4.12) 
 
Owing to the symmetry of the problem about the y-axis, η can be 
approximated as sin(qx x) or cos(qx x) for modes which are anti-symmetric or 
symmetric about the y-axis. Modelling the localized modes as SWs trapped in 
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where values of qy(y), are determined from Eq. (4.11). µ can be approximated 
as [120] 
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is a phase integral and    is a phase constant whose value is determined from 
the condition that µ vanishes at the upper boundary y = y”, which is consistent 
with earlier studies of localized modes [23, 26, 27]. Mode profiles are thus 
constructed according to Eq. (4.11). In the case of hybrid modes, their profiles 
are constructed based on the superposition of two localized modes.  
 
To further validate the approximation of the mode profiles as sinusoidal 
functions, spin wave frequencies were estimated based on the analytical model 
[118] and compared to those obtained from numerical calculations. First, an 
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where Hint(x, y) is the internal field at (x, y), and mˆ  is analytically expressed 
by Eq. (4.12). The summations in Eq. (4.16) extend over the localization 
region. Using intH  and the averaged values of the wave vectors, frequencies 
of the three lowest-frequency modes analyzed (Figs. 4.5(c) to (e)) were 
estimated from Eq. (4.9). Table 4.2 shows that their values agree reasonably 
well with numerical calculations. 
 
TABLE 4.2:  Comparison of numerically and analytically calculated 
frequencies of the lowest-frequency modes analyzed. 
 
Mode Numerical method (GHz) Analytic approach        
(GHz) 
BA-a 18.2 17.9 
BA-b 19.6 19.2 
1-DE-a 19.7 19.2 
 
 
4.4.1.3 Comparison with numerical calculations 
Generated profiles based on the analytic approach are compared with those 
obtained from numerical calculations in Fig. 4.5(c) - (h). There is reasonable 
agreement between the mode profiles generated by both methods. In 
particular, the analytically calculated spin wave localization is similar to that 





feature a distortion within the vicinity of the base edge, while it is absent in the 
analytically calculated profiles. This distortion in mode profiles suggests the 
existence of hybridization with edge modes [28] which is not considered in the 
simple model. The analytic approach also accounts reasonably well for the 
spatial variation of SW character for hybrid modes. For instance, the 
numerically calculated profile for BA+2-DE-b [Fig. 4.5(g)] reveals that its SW 
character changes from that of a BA mode to that of a 2-DE mode at about y = 
40 nm. This agrees well with the predicted upper boundary y” = 39 nm for the 
2-DE mode. The numerically calculated profile of the BA+2-DE-a mode [Fig. 
4.5 (f)] shows a gradual change of SW character over the region 20 nm < y < 
60 nm which contains the upper boundary for the 2-DE mode (y” = 33 nm). In 
general, generated profiles based on the numerical method contain regions in 
which the SW character gradually changes from that of a BA mode to that of a 
2-DE mode, while a more abrupt change of SW character is seen in the 
profiles based on the analytic approach. Nonetheless, the analytic approach is 
able to account for the spatial change of SW character for hybrid modes.  
 
 
4.5    Summary 
 
I have investigated SW localization in an equilateral triangular nanomagnet of 
side 190 nm, subject to an in-plane external field perpendicular to one of its 
edges. Brillouin measurements were carried out on a low density array of 
Ni80Fe20 equilateral triangles. The observed SW modes are interpreted based 
on a numerical method. Except for the edge modes, the lowest-frequency 
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modes observed can be grouped into different categories. Modes belonging to 
the same category exhibit the same character i.e. have the same number of 
nodal lines along the direction of the applied field, but have different spatial 
localization. In addition, numerical calculations also reveal the existence of 
hybrid modes which exhibit different characters in different regions of the 
triangular magnet. The Spin Wave Well model is used to study SW 
localization and the spatial variation of SW character for the observed modes. 
There is reasonable agreement between analytic and numerical calculations. In 
particular, mode profiles constructed based on the analytic approach provides 
reasonable estimates of SW localization in a triangular nanomagnet. It also 






















In this PhD research, several timely studies have been done to investigate 
interesting phenomena in different branches of SW research. 
 
Chapter 2 presents theoretical studies of the SW modes in bi-component MCs 
comprising submicron stripes, with the objective of investigating how the 
geometric and magnetic properties of these MCs affect their frequency 
bandgaps. These studies were initially motivated by the interesting trends in 
the recently measured size-dependences of bandgaps of such MCs comprising 
Py and Co stripes. Based on insights from numerical analysis, I introduced the 
concept of intrinsic frequency for the Py/Co MCs. Each MC is associated with 
an intrinsic frequency threshold given by the frequency of the lowest SW 
excitation in an isolated Co stripe having the same dimension as its component 
Co stripes. Modes with frequencies below the threshold are characterized by 
resonant precessions across the Py stripes and forced motions of 
magnetizations within the Co stripes, while resonant waveforms can exist in 




Further guided by insights from numerical analysis, I also formulated analytic 
expressions of bandgap center and width as explicit functions of the geometric 
and magnetic parameters of such Py/Co magnonic crystals. These expressions 
were not intended to quantitatively reproduce numerical and experimental 
results, but to achieve a qualitative description of the numerically generated 
and measured size-dependences of the bandgap parameters, thus providing 
insights into how various magnetic and geometric parameters of the bi-
component MCs affect their bandgaps. Results show that the analytic 
expressions could reasonably account for the experimentally measured and 
numerically generated size-dependences of bandgap parameters of the Py/Co 
magnonic arrays [121].  
 
The analytic approach was then extended to study bi-component MCs 
comprising alternating submicron stripes made of magnetic materials with 
contrasting values of MS. Recognizing the dipolar-dominated nature of the 
lowest-frequency SW modes in such MCs, each of the expressions for 
bandgap center and width were simplified and recast into factorized forms 
which can provide further insight into the behaviour of bandgap parameters 
[122]. 
 
Having discussed the size-dependences of the bi-component magnonic 
crystals, both numerical calculations and the analytic approach were then 
employed to study the effects of magnetic parameters of the MCs on their 
magnonic bandgaps [123]. Particularly, the factorized forms of the analytic 
expressions were exploited to explain why MCs having different magnetic 
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contrasts between their component materials exhibit similar patterns in size-
dependences of their bandgap parameters. In addition, I also tested the 
sensitivity of the bandgap parameters of such a MC on its magnetic 
parameters. It was found that bandgap parameters of the dipolar-dominated 
magnonic crystal are more sensitive to changes in the saturation 
magnetizations of the component materials than changes in their exchange 
stiffness constants. These findings provide useful insight into tailoring of 
bandgaps in such bi-component MCs.    
 
The bi-component MCs studied in Chapter 2 exhibit two reprogrammable 
ground states, namely the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) 
states, which can be exploited for novel functionalities of potential devices 
based on them. The FM (AFM) state is associated with the parallel 
(antiparallel) alignment of static magnetizations in neighbouring Py and Co 
stripes. In this regard, discussions in Chapter 2 correspond to such MCs in the 
FM state. In Chapter 3, the SWs in both the FM and AFM states of the MC are 
investigated.  
 
The numerical method described in Chapter 2 was modified to analyze the 
measured SW dispersions in both the FM and AFM states of the MC. In 
particular, the simple interfacial BCs employed at the stripe interfaces in 
Chapter 2 were replaced by more physically realistic interfacial BCs. 
Numerical calculations reasonably reproduce the measured FM and AFM spin 
wave dispersions [124]. In addition, magnetization dynamics at the stripe 
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interfaces of the MC is also discussed. Generated mode profiles reveal that the 
dynamical magnetizations at these interfaces are considerably pinned [125].  
 
After studying the SW dispersions and interfacial magnetization dynamics of 
the MC, I investigated the nature of the lowest-frequency SW modes of the 
MC in its FM and AFM states. In particular, the concept of intrinsic frequency 
threshold, developed in Chapter 2 to study such MCs in their FM state, was 
extended to study SW modes of the crystal in its AFM state. Observations 
from generated mode profiles for the crystal in its FM and AFM states are 
consistent with my proposed frequency thresholds. In addition, differences in 
the mode profiles for the lowest modes in FM and AFM situations were 
discussed. In particular, analysis reveals that, for these modes, the sense of 
natural precessions in cobalt stripes matches well with the dipolar field 
generated by the resonant Py stripes in the AFM state of the MC, resulting in 
larger magnitudes of dynamical magnetizations in Co regions over those for 
the FM state. The larger amplitudes over the Co regions suggest more efficient 
SW propagation and, hence, an advantage of using the MC in its AFM state. 
These results offer useful insight into the nature of the SW modes in the MC 
in its FM and AFM states, which would be of use in devices based on such 
reprogrammable bi-component MCs. 
 
In Chapter 4, I investigated SW localization in a equilateral triangular 
nanomagnet of side 190 nm, subject to an in-plane external field perpendicular 
to one of its edges [126]. The Brillouin data on a low-density array of 
triangular magnets were interpreted by numerical calculations to identify the 
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observed SW modes. Except for the edge modes, the lowest-frequency modes 
observed can be grouped into different categories. Modes belonging to the 
same category exhibit the same character. i.e. have the same number of nodal 
lines along the direction of the applied field, but have different spatial 
localization. In addition, numerical calculations also revealed the existence of 
hybrid modes which exhibit different characters in different regions of the 
triangular magnet. The Spin Wave Well model was used to study SW 
localization and the spatial variation of SW character for the observed modes. 
There is reasonable agreement between analytical and numerical calculations. 
In particular, mode profiles constructed based on the analytical model 
provided reasonable estimates of SW localization in the triangular 
nanomagnet. In addition, the Spin Wave Well model also reasonably 
accounted for the spatial variation in SW character for hybrid modes.  
 
The effect of SW localization in MCs has received some research attention 
recently [77]. Given the interesting findings in SW localization for a triangular 
nanomagnet, it would be of interest to study the SW localization in MCs in the 
form of arrays of closely spaced and dipolar-coupled triangular nanomagnets 
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